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Trailblazer, visionary: Laughlin’s legacies Clock tower installed:

brothers band together
to raise $25,000

Jack Schweizer and
Jake Hennes
BY

EDITOR IN CHIEF, NEWS EDITOR

P

resident David Laughlin,
the first lay president in
St. Louis U. High’s history, is
leaving for Rockhurst High
school this summer after
serving as president for the
past 13 years, the longest tenure of any president in school
history.
“It is going to be a really
hard thing to say goodbye to
the SLUH community and it’s
been an honor to be here and
I’m glad I had the chance to
be president and I’m looking forward to continuing
my work in Jesuit secondary
education,” said Laughlin.
After a period of prayer
and reflection, Laughlin felt it
was time to leave SLUH and
give the school a change in
leadership. His departure to
Rockhurst was also prompted by a desire to be closer to
family members, who live in
the Kansas City area.
“This was really a wonderful place I love, and yet
in my own prayer and discernment it was time to al-

BY Nathan P. Wild II
Features Editor

A

Laughlin cutting ribbon for school garden.

low somebody else to take
the momentum of the school
and get a different set of eyes
on it and move forward,” said
Laughlin.
Over the course of his
13 years, with a vision root-
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ed in Jesuit values, Laughlin
helped guide SLUH through
dramatic building projects,
led a committee in strategic
thinking for future development, and worked tirelessly
to slow increasing tuition

fter bashball games, pizza parties, class shirts,
and other fundraising efforts,
the class of 2018 can rest easy.
They have raised $25,000 for
the class gift—the 16 foot
clock tower now stands right
outside the Danis Field House
main entrance.
“I am excited for the
symbol that the class has of
brotherhood and 200 years of
it. I think it was a great idea
and am really proud of what
Jack and his class accomplished,” said STUCO moderator and coordinator for the
clock tower Kate Toussaint.
The clock tower was not
the first idea the committee
considered. Jack McGrail,

was really just to start conversation among the class,” said
McGrail.
And spark conversation
it did. McGrail and others
discussed several other ideas
for how the class will be remembered for years to come.
By sophomore year, the class
had decided on the idea of a
clock tower, representing the
long-standing legacy of SLUH
throughout the 200 years.
Since construction of the
clock tower itself took roughly three months to build, the
clocktower was paid for and
was being built while the
senior class was still finishing the fundraising. The idea
came up after half of the money was raised, allowing the
construction to begin earlier

while boosting financial aid.
His career was pivotal,
defined by his work as a leader through a period of extensive change in the school and
his ability to clearly articulate

continued on page 6

Mouldon retires after 41 years
Summer
reading
’18: Bull in
the Ring
BY Paul Gillam and Liam
John
CORE STAFF

A

s the St. Louis U. High
school year begins to
wind to a close and students prepare to close their
school books for summer,
there is one book they
will soon open: SLUH’s all
school summer reading
book, Bull in the Ring, by
Joe Castellano, ’70, chosen
by the Physical Education
and Counseling departments.
“Since it’s PE and student support, we thought
we should do something on
wellness and something on
adolescent development,”
said School Counseling department chair Nina See.
Bull in the Ring does
both of those things and

Clock tower outside the Field House.
Mouldon helping a student.
BY Handley Hicks and
Max Nuccio
CORE STAFF, REPORTER

A

fter 41 years of service
to the St. Louis U. High
community filled with passion and gratitude, college
and school counselor David
Mouldon is retiring.
continued on page 4
Mouldon has been serv-
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ing as a counselor since 1977,
when he was hired as the first
lay counselor at SLUH. All of
his 41 years as a college and
school counselor have been
at SLUH. Before being hired
bythe Rev. Ralph Houlihan,
S.J., Mouldon graduated
from Washington University’s
graduate program. His only

News

Anderson appreciated with award
Known in the SLUH community
for his tenacious teaching, service to the community, and enthusiasm for the earth, Anderson
was awarded the Faculty Appreciation Award. Page 2

Feature

Berger set to play hockey in WI
Leaving school to play hockey
©2018 St. Louis University High all year? Read more about how
School Prep News. No material may junior Christian Berger gets to
be reprinted without the permission live every young hockey player’s
of the editors and moderator.
dream. Page 3

counseling experience prior
to SLUH was a one year internship at the Ferguson and
Floorisant School District
during his time at Wash U.
He was hired by SLUH as a
rookie counselor and began as
a guidance counselor until the
program was re-structured a

continued on page 4

News

Students earn awards
Check out some of SLUH students’ most significant accomplishments of the year in a list of
who received what in this year’s
award ceremony. Page 5

News

Seniors thunder through SLUH
Bodies flying during bubble
soccer, seniors running up and
down the hall to hit song “Wonderwall” remix. Find out what
else the seniors did on their last
week of classes. Page 2

current STUCO president,
and class president his other
three years at SLUH, has had
a class gift in his mind since
freshman year. After meeting
with President David Laughlin, they came up with the
idea of an obelisk.
“I personally shifted because a clock tower is classier.
It fits the style of our campus
so much better. The obelisk

Sports

Lax has incredible comeback
I believe that we will win! Down
10-1 at halftime, the Jr. Bills never gave up versus DeSmet. Check
out how they did it. Page 9
Sports

Rugby bus breaks down
Left stranded in Hermann, Missouri, after clashing with last
year’s national champs. Read
about the rugby team’s rocky trip
to Kansas City. Page 9
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in time for graduation.
The clocktower, although standing, is not finished. The final donations
came throughout the week to
finally reach the $25,000 pricetag. After raising the money
as a class, the seniors will be
remembered as a class with
each of their names placed
on the clock tower. How the

continued on page 8
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Canceled Bill Nye ticket give away; decision
Anderson wins Faculty draws criticism from students
Appreciation Award
Prep News

BY Sam Ortmann
CORE STAFF

E

very year, the graduating
class votes for a current St.
Louis U. High teacher to receive
the Faculty Appreciation Award.
Thirty-five year veteran science
teacher Bill Anderson was elected by this year’s senior class.
“I was surprised and very
honored to be chosen by the senior class. I’m really appreciative
of that,” said Anderson.
The Faculty Appreciation

Science teacher Bill Anderson.

plaque outside the Main Office
states that the award is to show
“gratitude to the teachers at St.
Louis U. High for all their efforts
towards the growth of their student… (and) for excellence in
the classroom as well as contributions outside the classroom.”
To many people around
SLUH, Anderson is a prime
example of those qualities and
they wanted to honor him for
that.
“He is a really diligent
teacher and he really, really cares
about his students,” said fellow
science teacher Bradley Mueller.
“He may be tough at times, but
I think that that’s a way that he
loves his students.”
His students also praise
him for the passion and dedica-

tion that he brings to class and to
the material that he teaches.
“I take his AP Environmental Science class and he has
taught me so much about caring
for the earth,” said senior Matt
Stauder. “His class has really
instilled a passion in me to help
make a change and hopefully
stop some of the effects of climate change and other environmental issues that we’re facing.
His class has really meant a lot.”
However, his activities
outside the classroom also help

T

en St. Louis U. High students represented the
school in the tenth Happy
Chinese Competition. Senior
Leonard Kim, sophomores Matthew Andrew, Bryce Van Bree,
Micah See, and David Thuita,
and juniors Matthew LaFaver,
Collin Funck, Jakub Gorzko,
Alfrick Arun, and James Wolfe
all participated in an event that
gave them much success and
enjoyment, with many students
placing. Chinese teacher Yude
Huang was instrumental in
organizing the event and very
much enjoyed the experience.
“They not only overcame
the fear of speaking a second
language on the stage but also
demostrated their confidence in
their performance,” said Huang.

T

wo Thursdays ago, science
teacher Bill Anderson offered a contest for free tickets for
an event featuring Bill Nye that
ended up getting canceled by the
St. Louis U. High administration.
On April 16, Anderson sent
out an email announcing the St.
Louis Climate Summit sponsored by St. Louis University. In
the email, Anderson announced
that he was running a contest for
anyone to participate in to win
tickets to see the featured speakers Bill Nye and Carl Pope.
The next day Anderson
sent out two questions for students to answer in order to
win the tickets to the speakers.
Roughly 40 minutes later Anderson sent out a follow up email
saying that the contest was “temporarily on hold.”
The contest was officially
canceled that night when Anderson sent out an update email.
In the email he says the reasons
behind the cancelation were that
“some of the views and positions
taken by Bill Nye are in direct
opposition to Catholic Church
teaching,” something he was told
by principal Ian Gibbons, S.J.
“In reviewing the project
we had some concerns about
Mr. Nye and some of his methods of communicating and being in dialogue in issues of science and faith,” said Gibbons. “It
photo | Dauphin Yearbook was promoted not as the wider

make him a worthy award winner.
“He does so much work
with the community garden
and, within St. Louis, the Greenhouse Venture,” said Stauder.
“He does so much work with
the community and caring for
the earth. It is a passion of his
and that passion is carried out in
his class and in everything that
he does.”
“He is really dedicated to
this school,” said Mueller. “He
graduated from here and then
has worked here for 35 years
now. Thats a lot of time to dedicate yourself to one school, to
the group of students here at
SLU High, and to the faculty
and to the mission here.”

Students participate in
tenth Happy Chinese
Competition
BY Ken Viehland
REPORTER

BY Steven Zak
CORE STAFF

Students
appreciated
Huang’s efforts to get them involved, as it opened them up to
an event they may not have otherwise considered.
“When I heard about it, I
didn’t really want to do it, but
then Mr. Huang pushed me to
step outside my comfort zone
and just try it out,” said Andrew.
“He found a speech for me to
read and we practiced nearly
everyday for two weeks until the
competition.”
“It’s a great opportunity
to learn more about Chinese
culture and it’s especially good
to meet college professors from
Wash U. and SLU that judge the
competition,” said LaFaver.
“I was pretty proud of myself for getting involved in this
and I plan on doing it again next
year,” said Andrew.

Poster for Bill Nye’s night at SLU.

conference but the event was to
specifically see Mr. Nye.”
Gibbons explained that
Nye’s belief that religion has no
place in a dialogue with science
was the reason for the concern.
“Recent public statements
about the role of religion as a
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voice in dialogue about very
complicated issues, in particular
the issue of abortion. He feels
they have no place in the conversation and some of his more
recent interviews and writings
have basically said they need to
be completely removed from

those conversations,” said Gibbons. “It’s not the views. It’s the
stance that there’s no dialouge.”
The decision to cancel the
contest for the tickets bothered
some students.
“Just because Bill Nye may
believe differently than SLUH
and have different stances on
controversial issues, that doesn’t
mean that we shouldn’t be open
to hearing what he has to say,”
said senior Andrew Voras. “If
SLUH is really environmentally
conscious as they have claimed
to be all year, then they shouldn’t
cancel a contest where students
can learn more about environmental issues.”
“I submitted the answers
and was probably going to go,
but I didn’t since I couldn’t get
the free tickets,” said senior Tom
Munsell.
The Prep News reached out
to St. Louis University for a response to their decision to have
Bill Nye speak at the event.
“In all the videos that I studied before we signed a contract
with Bill Nye, I never ran across
any statements that he made that
seemed to contradict the ‘fundamental beliefs of the Catholic
Church,’” said Jack Fishman,
Ph.D., conference chair of the
event. “I did seem some footage
where he debated a Christian
Fundamentalist over the theory
of evolution and that the Earth
was not created in seven days.”

Seniors celebrate dwindling days at SLUH with Turn
up Turnaround, the laser show, and free chicken
BY Nathan P. Wild II and
Riley McEnery

FEATURES EDITOR, NEWS EDITOR

W

ith only a few school
days
left,
prom
around the corner, and the
clock tower in place, members of the class of 2018 celebrated their senior week
with sports, crispy chicken,
and intense philia.
“Two years ago Ryan
Hopkins started senior
week. I thought it was a cool
idea and knew I wanted
to do a senior week of my
own,” said senior class president Jack Callahan.
There were no classes
on Monday after the weekend of Senior Follies, giving
the ballet dancers a muchneeded break after their inspiring performance.
On Tuesday the class
celebrated a Mission Week
favorite; dodgeball. After
consulting the Groupme
group chat for seniors
deemed “Blue Crew P2,”
the class decided on teachers vs. students or students
vs. students for dodgeball.
Unleashing the “Scotty G.
Laser Show” was something
this class could not pass up.
The dodgeball included
a legendary lineup of teachers: Dickmann, Mueller,
Deves, Cruz, and the dodgeball living legend, Scott Gilbert. After four years of being exiled from the game,
students could no longer
hide from the man who
could throw a ball near the
speed of light, able to knock
a senior back to his days in

freshman health class.
Two student teams
played. The lucky winners
got to test their strength
against beloved teachers,
sending their forms of gratitude in unforgiving blows.
Of course, the seniors triumphed 2-0, not even requiring the third game.
During lunch on Tuesday, a swarm of seniors
crowded a corner of the
Commons in anticipation
of the free Cane’s.
“I know the class was
tired of pizza after all the
fundraising for the clock
tower, so I knew we needed to do something better.
It had to be special,” said
Callahan. “And hey, who
doesn’t like chicken?”
Apparently all it takes
are paper boats and four
pieces of chicken to get the
group in a hustle chanting
for the food. There was no
neat and orderly line. Instead, a mob slowly shuffled around tables as all
the students tried to grab
themselves a piece of crispy
heaven.
On Wednesday, students decided to trade
their hours of sleep in for
the “Turn-up Turnaround.”
The event boasted a hefty
majority of the class on the
greens by the Field House.
With the new clock tower
installed, the class had a
momentous occasion to celebrate other than their last
days at SLUH. Two griddles
were set up for pancakes
flipped better than Chris’

Cakes. Other activities included cornhole, football,
frisbee, and wiffleball.
“We
basically
just
whipped up a ton of pancakes for seniors and, of
course, Mr. Zarrick,” said
senior Andrew Mikes.
The main event was
bubble soccer, a game
played by players inside a
big plastic gerbil ball with
their legs poking out.
“I never got to do bubble soccer one mission week
since I was an underclassman. I had heard it was so
much fun and I really wanted to be a part of it. It was
something I wanted to make
sure my classmates could
enjoy too,” said Callahan.
Students devolved into
a testosterone-fueled gladiator arena. Once inside the
bubble, nobody was safe
with pushes and bouncing
coming from all sides. No
students were hurt inside
the puffy plastic bubble as
the soccer match turned
to jousting, with the worst
wounds being itchy legs
from the grass.
The energy of the drove
of seniors was unleashed
into the halls of SLUH as
the students entered just
before homeroom, hopping
around the library and hallways to the beat of a speaker.
“It was super fun,” said
senior Stephen LaVigne.
“No one really knew it was
going to happen. We were
all walking in and were going to walk down the halls

blasting music and someone
said ‘let’s go to the library,’
so we went there and then
just kept going. It was really
spur of the moment and really fun.”
On Thursday, some
of the class’ top athletes
banded together for a bashball “all-star” game. SLUH
athletic giants such as Alec
Meissner, AJ Hardin, John
Burke, and Daniel Terry
brawled it out on the court
during activity period for
the last official bashball
game the class of 2018 will
ever hold. Coach Ken Viehland, the man who took his
homeroom from frequent
losers to first place school
champions, faced the sport
fanatic and human chirp siren, Sam Lockwood.
“It was a great experience,” said Meissner. “The
atmosphere was light and
I really enjoyed myself. I
have been looking forward
to this game for four years
and it didn’t disappoint. I’m
grateful to everyone who
helped set this up for the
seniors.”
The plan for Friday was
originally to carry out the
senior prank. Due to a classified issue the prank has
been moved. To when? For
that you have to wait. Make
sure to sleep in class with
one eye open.
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Junior hockey star Christian Berger to spend next year in Wisconsin
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to continue athletic career; will still graduate from SLUH
BY Justin Koesterer
CORE STAFF

O

ne of the pillars of the
SLUH hockey team, junior defenseman Christian
Berger, has hit a crossroads in
his life. Berger, over the past
year, has led the team to a state
championship, and earned
“First Team All-Metro” honors, the equivalent to many
other sports’ all-state honors.
Recently, Berger announced
he is leaving Saint Louis U.
High next year for his commitment to Penn State University, a school with a prestigious hockey program.
Stating it bluntly, the
level of high school hockey
is simply not good enough,
at least here in Missouri, to
prepare a player like Berger
for the challenges to come
at Penn State, the competition be tougher and the bar
of expectations exponentially
higher, set by his competition
and also by his older brothers, his familial hockey predecessors. Christian is one of
the two Berger brothers who
have won state championships.
“It’s pretty cool. It was
really good to win state. That
was another of the reasons I
decided to stay. Out of all my
brothers, my brother Chase
and I were the only ones who
won state. The others came
close, and it didn’t really feel
right leaving without winning at least once. So, that
also factored into my decision. My brothers did similar
stuff to what I did, and I think
it was really cool to end high
school hockey for the Bergers
with a W,” said Berger.
With the Missouri high
school leagues not meeting the requirements Berger
needs to prepare for Penn
State, Berger has decided to
move to Madison, Wisconsin to play in a junior hockey
league. These hockey leagues,
comprised of 18-, 19-, and
20-year-olds, are filled with
other players like Berger, as
preludes to their own college,
and sometimes professional
hockey careers. While Berger is going to be making the
move to Madison during the
next year, he knows that the
move could have happened
before the start of this year as
well. There were many factors
in his decision.
“It’s a pretty big thing
in hockey. So I’ll be moving
away from home and stuff; it’s
not like my family is moving

to Madison. It’s just me. I’ll
play there, and hopefully, after a year of that, I’ll be able
to go to Penn State. If I’m not
ready to go there yet, I’ll play
one more year in juniors. I
mean, hockey players age out
at like 21; a lot of the league
is 18, 19 and 20 year-olds. If
I would have left this year,
I would have been kind of
young, and that’s also one of
the reasons why I chose to
stay at SLUH this year,” said

team, Kairos, and through my
classes, I’ll always be friends
with them.”
He will still be graduating with the SLUH Class of
2019. He will finish his last
requirements through an
online program, and he will
still do his Senior Project in
January in Wisconsin. Then,
he will come down and join
his class one last time for the
graduation ceremony.
“Yeah, I’ll be at the cere-

a big portion of the day. And
Berger’s always doing it.
“Well, most days, it’s rare
if I don’t skate. So usually,
I’ll have practice right after
school, and then I’ll either
work out or go home, do my
homework, and go to bed,”
said Berger.
While there is still the
opportunity to learn in the
classroom, Berger has learned
a lot on the ice, spending time
with family and friends.

play the game. He noted how
some of the players on the
state-winning team this year,
after watching the first SLUH
Hockey state victory in 2013,
decided to come to SLUH
instead of CBC, to continue
their hockey careers. This is
important, he said, because
SLUH is now, with their most
recent championship, starting to earn the reputation for
hockey that CBC has previously held.

Berger being interviewed after the Challange Cup this year.

Berger.
Another one of the factors playing into Berger’s
decision was his current
situation with his family and
friends.
“With family, I know my
parents are going to come up
every once in a while, watch
some of my games, and my
dad will always watch my
games online. Hopefully I
will be able to keep in touch
with my friends. I’ll for sure
make some new friends during hockey, but the friends
from SLUH, from the hockey

mony. I’m really excited about
that. My mom worked pretty
hard for that to happen, and,
obviously, if I would have left
this year she wouldn’t have
been able to do that. All my
brothers have graduated from
here, and it’s cool that I will
get to too.”
Berger has already committed a lot of time to his
hockey career. He acknowledges that some of the days in
the hockey season have been
tough. The growing responsibilities of junior year, ACT
testing, and hockey take up

Sisyphus Correction
In the process of laying out the recently published issue of Sisyphus, senior Rob Garner’s story “Continue?” was inadvertently left out. Sisyphus
regrets the error and plans to publish the story in the next issue of the
magazine.
In the meantime, readers can find the story at this link, https://goo.gl/
BQHxkK, accompanied by additional artwork by Jackson DuCharme and
Jack Nikolai, and photography by Peter Michalski and Sulli Wallisch.
The current Sisyphus issue, along with Rob Garner’s “Continue,” will also
soon appear on the SLUH website at sluh.org/student-life/co-curriculars/
sisyphus.

go, because of the reputation
they’ve built over the past
couple of years. I would say
that being a part of the team
is more important, though.
There are more guys on the
team than just me. If you look
at a guy like Joe Winkelmann,
he’s a great role model. He’s
the captain of the team and
high school player of the year,
so it was definitely cool just to
be on the state championship
team,” Berger noted.
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“I mean, it’s just a lot
of fun. If anyone’s thinking
about joining the high school
team, I’d definitely recommend that. It’s a blast. You
get to make a lot of good
friends with the team. It’s a
time commitment, though,
playing club hockey and high
school hockey, while going to
SLUH.”
Through
Berger’s
achievements on and off the
ice, he has started to become
a leader in the eyes of not
just his teammates, but to
everybody who watches him

“Well, honestly, I’ve never really seen myself as a role
model, but I do know that
kids do watch the state game
and stuff. I know that for a
lot of the kids on the hockey
team, they didn’t know where
they wanted to go to school.
They saw the game in 2013,
when SLUH won, and they
said ‘we want to go to SLUH,
so I definitely think that SLU
High Hockey is a big part of
SLUH now, and hockey players are starting to want to go
here now over CBC, which is
where they used to all want to

The move to Wisconsin
will have an effect on Berger’s
relationships with his friends
here at SLUH, but he’s thankful for the guys he’s got, and
the bonds he’s formed.
“Me and Charlie Carse
usually wait for each other at
our lockers when we’re going
to lunch or leaving school—
maybe go slap Henry Wagner
in the face a couple times—I
don’t know. But I’ll miss the
camaraderie in the hallways,
and in classes. It’s always a
fun time, and it’s stuff I won’t
forget. I’ll cherish it.”

NHS officers
The following students were elected as NHS Officers this past week:
President Dalton Ennis
Vice President Joe Mantych
Head of Technology Sean McLaughlin
Secretary Joe Feder
Head of Marketing Adam Boll
Head of Service Matt Friedrichs
Assistant Technology Miguel Cadiz
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PE and Counseling
chose book to show
SLUH history
(continued from page 1)

also offers a glimpse into
the American past as Castellano reflects on the 1970
state champion SLUH varsity football team, and the
tensions in America due to
the Vietnam War, the Civil
Rights Movement, and intergenerational conflict.
On the back of the book,
sports columnist Mark Purdy writes, “Joe Castellano
brings back memories of a
turbulent time in America,
and dives deeper than you’d
expect into that murky and
debatable area of how much
games should truly matter
in the bigger scheme of life.”
“Once we read Bull in
the Ring, we thought, ‘oh,
how perfect would this be
for the bicentennial year,’”
said See. “It was like opening up a time capsule.”

outstanding,” said Kornfeld.
Upon receiving the suggestion, the counselling department added it to a long
list of possible selections,
including The Hate U Give
and The Boy in the Striped
Pajamas. After reading the
book and debating the other
possibilities, the department selected the Bull in the
Ring as their choice.
Kornfield recognized
that not every SLUH student would be interested in
sports, and he believes the
book offers a compromise.
“I wanted to make sure
it wasn’t just a football book,
and it’s not. It’s not a book
just about athletics,” said
Kornfield. “Yeah, it’s about
the State Championship
football team, but it covers
a wide variety of topics. It’s
a book that can be read by

art | Jack Heller

Having Castellano, a St.
Louis resident, as the author
of the summer reading book
allows SLUH the possibility of hosting him to speak
to the community about his
book.
“I think it’s always a
benefit when you have access to the author because
that allows for the ability
of that author to possibly
speak after the summer
when we re-group, and I
hope we can make that happen,” said Patrick Zarrick,
a member of the Phys. Ed./
Health department.
Earlier this school year,
as talks of potential summer reading books began,
Physical Education/Health
Department chair Gary Kornfeld suggested the book
to his department and then
to the Counselling Department as a possible choice.
“I had read Bull in the
Ring shortly after it came
out and I loved it. I knew we
were up (to select the summer reading book), and I
asked my other members (of
the PE department) to read
it, and they said it looked

somebody that’s not interested in athletics, and (they
can) still enjoy it.”
Prior to his 26 year
career at Anheuser-Busch,
Castellano spent several
years writing for the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat as
a sports columnist and in
1979 was selected by his
peers as Missouri Sportswriter of the Year.
“I very much enjoyed
the book and not only the
story of him and his classmates, but also the way he
was able to give a good feel
of the social climate, locally
and nationally as well,” said
Zarrick.
“When we talk about
brotherhood, it is not just
brotherhood for now. For
these guys, it is so clear to
me that it is life-long,” said
See. “I think the book will
help us look at what was
their experience of SLUH,
what is our experience of
SLUH and what is our hope
for SLUH. What parts have
been wonderful, how will
we continue to grow.”
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College and day-to-day counselor Mouldon
retires after successful career
(continued from page 1)

few years after his hiring and
he began work as a college
counselor, where he worked
exclusively with juniors and
seniors.
Mouldon has decided to
retire after 41 years for many
reasons. He has four grandkids who he wants to spend
more time with, and he would
also like to travel more and revive an old band that he was a
part of in college and during
his early days as a counselor.
Mouldon would also like to
get more involved in volunteer service around the city of
St. Louis.
In 2002, the counseling
department restructured so
that counselors were designated to work both as dayto-day school counselors and
as college counselors with
juniors and seniors. Then in
2015 the department restructured again so that counselors
either worked as school counselors or college counselors
exclusively. Mouldon was the
only counselor who remained
as both a school and college
advisor after the most recent
restructuring.
Mouldon is known
around the counseling department as having jump started
the college counseling department and making it what it is
today.
“He really was the voice
of the counseling department,” said assistant principal
Jim Linhares. “He was the guy
when we had faculty meetings and somebody needed
to make a case about what the
students of the day needed, he
was the young, youthful leadership voice who stood up at
faculty meetings and made
presentations.”
When SLUH was trying to adjust and organize
its counseling department,
Mouldon was one of the key
leaders, encouraging the administration and department
to do more ambitious work
regarding college visits. Before
Mouldon, there was not much
of an atmosphere of cultivating relationships with universities. He’s one of the main
leaders who made SLUH’s relationship with colleges what
it is today and still is a guru
in the college counseling and
college relationship world.
“I remember Mr. Mouldon being a guy that talked
about everything from substance abuse to emotional distress to stress,” said Linhares.
“All these kind of student
quality of life issues he was the
point guy on.”
He was also the department chair of counseling for a
very long time. For a long time
the teachers of SLUH all had
a role in advising students.
Mouldon was the point man
of orchestrating and communicating what was expected
from those advisors and what
their specific roles were.
“40 years ago, when we
needed to build a college
counseling department that
was moving in new directions
on the college and personal
counseling side, he was the
leader and many year chair
of that movement,” said Lin-

hares.
During the mid to late
1970’s, the Rev. Marty Currigan, S.J., and Mouldon
worked together to form
much of SLUH’s reputation in
the college admission world as
a producer of good scholars.
Under Mouldon’s leadership, the counseling department adopted the McCluer
plan for a while, modeled after
McCluer High School’s plan,
which made the college admissions process much more
dependent on a team effort
between the counselor and
the student, rather than just
a one-part effort by either the
student or the counselor. Under the direction of Mouldon, the counseling aspect of
SLUH became a much more
personal and involved experience for both the student and
the counselor.
During Mouldon’s time
at SLUH the counseling department moved from random offices scattered around
the school to a central department area where all counselor’s offices are, much like the
offices are now centrally located between Campus Ministry
and the Main Office.
Mouldon is known not
only in the realm of SLUH,
but also throughout the country, as a college counselor who
is diligent in making tremendous amounts of connections
with a tremendous amount of
universities.

tremely strong academically,
but I think we’ve gotten even
stronger over the past few
years. I could never imagine
the day we’d have all these
36’s on the ACT. We’ve really
increased our offerings in AP
classes,” said Mouldon.
Mouldon remembers the
time when there was only one
Advanced Placement course
at SLUH, AP Modern European History. Now SLUH has
21 AP offerings.
Mouldon has seen SLUH
become much more inclusive
now, comprised of more students from different socioeconomic backgrounds, different cultural backgrounds,
and different faith backgrounds, who still embrace
Catholic education. Mouldon
has also seen how the faculty
at SLUH has evolved. It is
now more diverse, with more
women and employees of color, as well as more lay people
involved in education than
when Mouldon first started.
“He’s basically the reason I’m here,” said Director
of College Counseling Kevin
Crimmins. “For about ten
years up until I came here I
checked the job listings to
keep an eye on SLUH, which
was because of a conversation
I had had with Mr. Mouldon
ten years earlier.”
“He has a mind for colleges that is incredible. If
you go to him with a student
who really likes horses and

Mouldon talking to a class.

An issue that was worked
out by Mouldon during his
early years was figuring out
which colleges accepted
1818 Dual Credit hours from
SLUH students, which was
not known at the time of his
beginning as a counselor.
Mouldon used many of his
visits to colleges to establish
which schools accepted 1818
credit and to also help establish new schools who accepted
1818 credit. Many of the nonJesuit schools that now accept
1818 credit from SLUH do it
because of Mouldon’s influence.
Throughout Mouldon’s
time at SLUH, he has enjoyed
watching SLUH transform
into what it is today.
“We’ve always been ex-

dents. He’s a true man for others in that way,” said college
counselor Kate Kindbom.
Mouldon is known
around the counseling office
as having a growth mindset.
If there’s something he doesn’t
know he wants to know it, and
he is not the kind to shy away
from new knowledge.
“He remembers people
and he remember names,”
said school counselor Mary
Michalski. “Now that there are
several students here whose
fathers Mr. Mouldon had, he’ll
remember their dad as class
of ’83 and where he went to
grade school. It’s truly a gift.”
One of the highlights of
Mouldon’s career have been
watching his students graduate and go to college.
“What really brought that
home to me most recently
was the Common Good Day,
hearing about what some of
those alums, some of which
were my former students, are
doing to make the world a better place,” said Mouldon
Mouldon has had students who work all over the
world. From a student who
works as a world renowned archaeologist at the Max-Planck
Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Germany to a
student who graduated from
the University of California
Berkeley’s doctorate program
who works as a physicist in his
own lab at the California Institute for Technology in Pas-
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he wants to study wine making and he prefers not to be
in the Pacific Northwest, Mr.
Mouldon will come back with
four colleges that will fit that
student’s needs,” said Crimmins.
Mouldon has lived in
both the comprehensive
model of counseling and the
separate model of separate
school and college counselors.
He knows both the positives
and negatives of both systems
and incorporates both into the
model that SLUH counseling
now follows.
“This has never been a
job for him. It’s always been
like a passion. That’s the best
thing about Dave. He’s been
just following God’s path for
him because he loves his stu-

adena, California, Mouldon’s
students reflect his success
as a college and school counselor. Mouldon tries to do as
much business with his students as possible. Mouldon’s
financial advisor, internist,
and cardiologist are all former
students of his.
“I don’t know if I can say
anything more heartfelt than
just how thankful I’ve been
for the opportunities I’ve been
given here and the fact that I
get to work with bright, motivated, caring, compassionate students. I’ve got to watch
a lot of them grow up and
have even been able to counsel some of their kids,” said
Mouldon.
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SENIOR AWARDS
FIENUP MATH AWARD
In memory of W. F. J. Fienup, this award is given annually by the mathematics
department to the outstanding student in mathematics
in the graduating class. This
year’s recipient was Dominic Pancella.

ic Excellence and Exemplary Leadership in School and
Community Activities. This
year’s awards were presented to Sean Bender, Matt
Coplen, Nico Hernandez,
Ben Massenberg, Riley
McEnery, Matt Rauschenbach, Jack Schweizer, andAllen Shorey.

THE MARTIN LUTHER
KING, JR. MODEL OF
JUSTICE AWARD
This award recognizes a senior who has demonstrated,
through his attitude and
his work, a commitment
to serving humanity in the
broader community. This
student has made justice a
central part of his life and
has committed himself “to
the noble struggle for equal
rights.” This year’s recipient
WILLIAM GEORGE PRIZE was Delton Utsey.
FOR POETRY
This award named for Eng- ARCHBISHOP MAY SERlish teacher Bill George, VICE AWARD
moderator of and long- The Archbishop May Sertime contributor to Sisy- vice Award is given to a sephus, whose poems move nior in each of the Catholic
the SLUH community with High Schools in the Archtheir wit, their honesty, and
their generous goodwill—is
given annually to recognize
excellence in student poetry.
This year’s recipient— determined by a poetry contest,
judged by poet Katy Didden—was Matthew Dorsey.
RATERMAN AWARD
This award is given annually in honor of James Raterman, a great teacher and
beloved colleague, to an exemplary senior who reads
attentively, speaks from the
heart, writes with conviction, and devotes himself to
learning. This year’s recipients were Thomas Curdt &
James Pollard.

MCCONAGHY AWARD
Dr. Mary Lee McConaghy
has taught Latin and Greek
at SLUH since 1979. Each
day in her time here, she
has displayed the invaluable qualities of integrity,
dedication, and enthusiasm.
To honor her, this award is
given to a senior studying
classical languages who exemplifies these qualities at
St. Louis University High.
This year’s recipient was
Matthew Dorsey.
MODERN
LANGUAFE
SCHOLAR
The SLUH Department of
Modern & Classical Languages would like to recognize a current senior studying a modern language at
SLUH as the department’s.
This award has been created to acknowledge a student who, in the opinion of
the department’s members
best demonstrates thorough
mastery of his chosen language, as well as a genuine
appreciation for the culture
and peoples who speak it.
This year’s recipient was
Rory Butler.
THE F. JOSEPH SCHULTE
DRAMATICS AWARD
The F. Joseph Schulte Dramatics Award is awarded annually to a senior or seniors
for outstanding work in the
dramatic arts. This year’s recipients were Darren Tucker & Sam Pottinger.
PRINCIPAL’S LEADERSHIP AWARDS
These awards are given annually to seniors who, in the
opinion of the administration, have demonstrated the
ability to combine Academ-

was John Burke.
DUNN–MARTEL AWARD
The Dunn-Martel Award
was established in 1988 to
honor Coaches Ebbie Dunn
and Paul Martel’s long and
successful tenures as soccer and football coaches at
St. Louis University High
School. “The school will
present this award annually
to the senior who maintains
the high level of scholarship
as well as the discipline and
commitment of athletic participation that earn for him
selection as “Scholar-Athlete of St. Louis University
High School”. This year’s recipient was John Burke.
JSN AWARD
The Jesuit Schools Network Award is given for
the twenty-eighth year to a
student in each of the sixtytwo Jesuit High Schools in
the United States. The JSN
award is presented to the
member of the graduating
class who best resembles
this ideal: “A well-rounded

tablished by members of the
class of 1971 in memory of
their classmate whose life
was taken after his junior
year at SLUH. The fact that
he was elected as an officer
of the student council for his
senior year is an indication
of his standing among his
classmates. Through their
efforts, an annual award
was established to recognize
the senior who: “through
his love and dedication to
St. Louis University High
School, and through his
example of working and
giving, was most able to in
uence his class toward success by cooperation and
unity.” This year’s recipient,
elected by his classmates,
was Jack McGrail.
JUNIOR AWARDS
THE GEORGE EASTMAN YOUNG LEADERS
AWARD
Awarded to a student with
strong leadership experience at school and in the

on their achievement in academics, character, and commitment to diversity. This
year’s recipient was Nikolas Rodriguez.

person who is intellectually
competent, open to growth,
religious, loving and committed to doing justice in
generous service to the
people of God.” This year’s
award was given to Matthew Stauder and John
“Jack” Callahan.

JACK KRINGS AWARDS:
The Jack Krings Award for
Outstanding Service to Others recognizes a senior who
has distinguished himself
in ministry to the poor and
underprivileged in the spirit
of justice and faith through
his activities in St. Louis
University High School’s
community service program. This year’s recipients
were Peter O’Malley and
Matthew Rauschenbach.

MAC BOLAND AWARD
The Mac Boland Award was
established by members of
the class of 1958 to honor
and celebrate the life of their
outstanding classmate, William McCreary Boland.
The recipient of this annual
award, chosen by the faculty, is the senior who best
represents Mac Boland’s
personal qualities which
his classmates summarized
as follows: “The otherwise
unheralded senior, who
through his dedication and
determination, has most
in uenced his fellow students toward more united
participation in the spirit
which IS St. Louis University High School.” Each year
the winner’s name is added
to the plaque which hangs
in the center corridor of the
school. This year’s recipient
was Delton Utsey.

HINCK-HEREFORD
AWARD
The Hinck-Hereford Award
is named for the two alumni who gave their lives in
the service of their country
during World War II. The
Hinck-Hereford Award is
conferred on the senior who
has excelled in leadership,
scholarship and athletics
and who, in the opinion of
the senior class, is judged
most deserving of this ED HAWK MEMORIAL
award. Selected by his class- AWARD
mates, this year’s recipient The Ed Hawk award was es-

formation technology and a
high level of achievement in
this area.
This year’s recipient was
Matthew Hayes.

THE DARTMOUTH BOOK
AWARD
Presented to a junior who
has demonstrated excellence in scholarship and
character. This year’s recipient was Joseph Mantych.

THE UNIVERSITY ROCHESTER FREDERICK DOUGLASS AND SUSAN B.
ANTHONY AWARD
Awarded to a student with
a demonstrated commitment to understanding and
addressing difficult social
THE HARVARD BOOK issues. This year’s recipient
AWARD
was Austin Sexton-Warner.
Awarded to an outstanding
Junior who displays excellence in scholarship and SOPHOMORE AWARDS
high character, combined
with achievement in other FR. HAGAN AWARD
fields. This year’s recipient This award was created in
was Jarrett Schneider.
memory of Father Marty
Hagan, S.J. who devoted his
THE PRINCETON BOOK time at Saint Louis U. High
AWARD
to developing a more perAwarded to a junior who sonal relationship with the
shows scholastic achieve- underclassmen. He helped
ment combined with strong fostered a sense of brothercommitment to community hood and unity in the pool
service. This year’s recipient hall, and made students feel
was Zachary Pavlisin.
welcomed by taking the time
to learn their names and a

Senior award recipients with Gibbons and Laughlin.

diocese who, in the opinion
of the Campus Ministry Department and the Administration, is an outstanding example of rendering
Christian Service within his
community and school. This
year’s recipient was Jake
Hennes.
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community. This year’s re- THE YALE CLUB AWARD
cipient was Alfrick Arun
An outstanding junior who
has achieved near top acaBAUSCH LOMB SCIENCE demic distinction at their
AWARD
school. This year’s recipiThis award is given by the ent was John “Jack” Sainz.
University of Rochester to
one student in junior year THE RHODES COLLEGE
who has demonstrated out- BOOK AWARD
standing performance in Awarded to a high school
science classes for three junior or sophomore who
years. This year’s recipient demonstrates
exemplary
was Sean McLaughlin.
community service. This
year’s recipient was Ryan
RENSSELAER AWARD
Juergens.
Mrs. Beth Kissel and the
math department recog- OBERLIN COLLEGE BOOK
nize one outstanding junior AWARD
for superlative academic For Excellence and commitachievement in the areas of ment to the arts. This year’s
mathematics and science. recipient was Liam John.
This year’s recipient was
Cameron Glynn.
THE ST. MICHAEL’S COLLEGE BOOK AWARD
THE DAUGHTERS OF Presented to a student based
THE AMERICAN REVO- specically on achievement
LUTION OUTSTANDING in academics and social conAMERICAN
HISTORY science evidenced through
STUDENT
commitment to community
This award is given to a stu- service, issues of peace, jusdent who demonstrates the tice, and concern for othqualities of dependability, ers. This year’s recipient was
service, leadership, and pa- Dalton Ennis.
triotism. This year’s recipient was John “Jack” Sainz. THE XEROX AWARD
FOR INNOVATION AND
JUNIOR BOOK AWARDS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
THE CORNELL UNIVER- This award is presented to a
SITY BOOK AWARD
student with a strong interPresented to a student based est in innovation and/or in-

little bit about them. The
award named in his honor
recognizes leadership in the
freshman and sophomore
year, the love of this school,
generosity in giving of self,
joy in coming to school every day and just being glad
to be here. The award is presented this year ex aequo
to freshmen Charles Albus
and John Browdy and sophomores Kyle McEnery and
Micah See
FACULTY AWARDS
FACULTY APPRECIATION
AWARD
This award is voted on by the
senior class. “In gratitude to
the teachers at St. Louis U.
High for all of their efforts
toward the growth of their
students, we, the graduating
senior class, cite the following teacher for excellence in
the classroom as well as contributions outside the classroom.” This year’s recipient
was Mr. Bill Anderson.
JSN EDUCATOR AWARD
The Jesuit Schools Network
this year also presents an
award to a faculty member
who exemplifies the profile
of a Ignatian Educator. This
year’s recipient was Frank
Kovarik.
—compiled by Paul Gillam
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Laughlin reflects on time at SLUH as president

(continued from page 1)

2005

the mission of the Jesuits.
Laughlin has been widely
praised both professionally
as well as personally among
the SLUH community, particularly for his fun-loving
personality, his silly sense of
humor, and authentic Jesuit
spirituality.
While Laughlin has
served as president since
2005, his work in Jesuit education stretches back nearly
30 years, beginning in 1989.
He had 16 years of experience
in Jesuit education before
working at SLUH.
Laughlin first learned of
the Jesuits from his father,
who graduated from Creighton Prep, the local Jesuit
high school in Omaha, Neb.,
where Laughlin grew up.
The Jesuits, respected by the
community for their work at
Creighton University, were a
well-known presence in the
small mid-western city.
“There it’s Creighton
University. Here it’s St. Louis
University,” said Laughlin.
“So my grandparents and my
parents and my family generally held that place in high re-

become an administrator.
At Creighton Prep,
Laughlin taught theology and
German and immersed himself in the school community,
leading retreats and service
projects, and coaching golf,
tennis, and basketball before
eventually taking on larger
roles within the school as the
Pastoral Director, the Dean of
Students, and finally the Academic Assistant Principal.
While
working
at
Creighton Prep, Laughlin had
the opportunity to pray on
various retreats for faculty,
including the 19th annotation of the Spiritual Exercises,
a version of St. Ignatius’s 30day silent retreat designed
for people who are working
full time. The retreat is spread
out over the course of a year
and broken up into periods
of daily prayer. Laughlin’s understanding of the Jesuits and
Ignatian spirituality deepened significantly after praying the 19th annotation, an
experience so rewarding that
he continues to go on similar
8-day silent retreats each year,
the most recent one this past
summer.

October 12, 2007
Administration unveils next
phase of V2K
Plan includes new gym, cafeteria; main offices to move

August 26, 2005
Laughlin begins transition

gard.”
Laughlin went on to attend Creighton, where he
was introduced to the Jesuits
and continued to learn more
about them.
With a major in German
and a minor in theology from
Creighton, Laughlin wanted
to be a teacher, but was somewhat unsure about where he
wanted to work until he got a
call from a Jesuit, previously
unknown to Laughlin, offering him a job at Creighton
Prep after the wife of a teacher of the high school noticed
Laughlin teaching.
“My whole career is
this odd series of invitation,
prayer and discernment,” said
Laughlin. He later added,
“That was how I got started,
you know getting a phone call
saying ‘hey, would you think
about doing this.’ I kind of
have a whole history of just
listening to those calls and
praying about them and at
certain times saying yes,” said
Laughlin.
At the same time
Laughlin was starting out
at Creighton Prep, the dean
of the department of education at Creighton University
convinced Laughlin to get a
Master’s degree in administration, even though Laughlin didn’t think he would ever

SLUH president Paul Sheridan, S.J. announced he would
be stepping down, Laughlin
was asked to consider becoming president. At first, he
didn’t know if he should take
on the role. But after a period
of prayer and discernment—
a distinct Jesuit process for
determining God’s will—
Laughlin accepted, concluding that his gifts and talents
could be used and were needed at SLUH.
“I distinctly remember,
and I think it was Fr. Burshek
who asked me in the first
question of the first interview,
why do you want to come to
SLUH, and I said I’m not so
sure I do. And it wasn’t meanspirited. It was, I have to think
about it, pray about it, and so
do you,” said Laughlin. “And
I think that’s a good process.”
As President, Laughlin
was immediately tasked with
carrying on Vision 2000, a
building project initiated by
Sheridan in the early 2000s
calling for new facilities. Before that plan could create
today’s current Si Commons
and Field House, Laughlin helped lead the school

that it’s a responsible decision.” The Prep News reported
that Laughlin also “noted the
school’s commitment to financial aid and zero debt as
large factors as well.”
The Commons and the
Field House were both completed by the fall of 2011.
Another challenge facing Laughlin as the school
approached its 200th year
anniversary was the future
development of the school.
In February of 2010, Laughlin announced the beginning
of strategic planning, dubbed
Imagining 18, although the
strategic thinking process
started in 2006. Unlike in
Vision 2000, which was orchestrated by the board and
administration, Laughlin assembled a 150-person thinktank to help imagine SLUH’s
future. He traveled the country to various cities and universities, meeting with teachers, business leaders and
alumni, gathering as much
input as possible for potential
ideas for SLUH’s future.
On April 8, 2011,
Laughlin was quoted in the
Prep News, saying “What

May 21, 2010
V2K makes tentative steps toward
Commons renovation
Laughlin will acquaint the architect with
what SLUH organizations want in the
renovations. Laughlin has met with Student Council

December 11, 2009
Student Commons designs in planning
stage
Though the construction date remains undecided, St. Louis U. High’s administration is
crystallizing plans to renovate the building
for a new multi-purpose student commons
and cafeteria space.
“That for me opened
up a whole different level of
understanding of who the
Jesuits were. And again that
prayer, that retreat that I
did over the course of a year
was an incredible gift,” said
Laughlin.
After 10 years at Creighton Prep, Laughlin continued
to work in Jesuit education
but moved to Kansas City,
where he served as the principal of Rockhurst high school
for six years.
In 2005, when then-

Laughlin (middle) breaking ground for the new Jesuit house.

August 26, 2011
Renovated Commons taking
shape, still on track
Closed building and hallways
disrupt campus routines

November 19, 2010
Preliminary work for new
strategic plan underway
The school announced earlier this year that it would
begin strategic planning
to develop a guide for the
next decade.

through several planning
phases, consulting students
and faculty for their ideas,
determining the costs of
the building project, raising
money to accomplish the
construction, and meeting
with architects to design the
facilities.
In the Feb. 11, 2011 edition of the Prep News, as plans
for construction continued to
move forward, Laughlin said,
“Before the Board approves
actually doing the project we
need to make sure financially

the board of trustees and
help work out a budget for
the project. But by Feb. 27,
2015, Laughlin was hosting
the closing convocation for
Imagining 18, outlining each
of the ideas that came out of
the thinking process, including a renovated library, chapel, and changes to science
classrooms, with overarching
ideas for 21st century curriculum, sustainable campus
facilities, counseling services,
campus ministry growth, financial modeling, and global
education.
In the years since the
closing convocation, the
school has been in a silent
campaign phase, raising
money to meet Imagining
18’s goal of $70 million. However, some of the ideas from
the strategic thinking process
have already been put into action, including the addition
of Arabic as a foreign language class, new renovations
to modernize science labs
and the implementation of
required retreats for all grade
levels, to name a few.
The Imagining 18 plans
will continue to develop after

we’re trying to do is lay the
groundwork to invite different groups of people and
to consider and plan for the
care and future of the school.
That’s a lot of constituents.
That’s faculty and staff. That’s
educational experts. That’s
civic leaders, business leaders. That process of invitation
is pretty time-consuming because you want to be in conversation with people about
what we’re trying to do.”
Again, Laughlin had to
coordinate with faculty and

istrative team have slowed tuition increases dramatically,
with below two percent increases in the past two years,
at or below four percent increases in the past seven years
and below ten percent increases over the past 13 years.
The lower increases
were by design. Laughlin
and the trustees made financial projections for 2018 in
2006, planning what the costs
would be if they achieved certain goals.
“We used to always talk
about the barbell. We didn’t
want our student body to be
the barbell where you have all
the kids who can afford it, you
have all the kids who qualify
for financial aid, and then
there’s hardly anybody in between,” said Komos.
When Laughlin first
started, the tuition covered 67
percent of the cost of attendance. Today, tuition covers
90 percent.
Laughlin has also consistently emphasized the importance of needs-blind admissions throughout his career,
meaning incoming students
are admitted based on their

September 27, 2012
Strategic planning committee takes shape
Search for 150 members
underway

February 10, 2012
SLUH gathers to formally dedicate Si
Commons
“I certainly think gratitude for people
who make these resources available
for our students (is something people
should take away from the ceremony.)
An important thing to do is to say
thank you,” said Laughlin.

Laughlin leaves SLUH as the
planning moves into the Go
Forth section, a phase dedicated to beginning construction on the building projects,
along with the other ideas
that came out of Imagining
18.
After the addition of the
Field House and the Commons, as well as future building projects on the horizon,
Laughlin made it a priority
to consistently raise SLUH’s
endowment each year. Despite the market collapse in
2008, when the endowment
was at $23 million, Laughlin,
the Board of Trustees and Joe
Komos, the Vice President of
Administration, have worked
to increase the endowment
to today’s current number,
which is just shy of $52 million.
Working with Laughlin, they have also reduced
SLUH’s debt from $21.5 million in 2008 to just over $10
million today.
“Between that (the debt)
and the endowment, you
know that whole long term financial stability of the school
is really important for the
sake of lower tuition increases, compensating our faculty
justly, and offering generous
financial aid,” said Laughlin.
photo | Leo Heinz
Laughlin and the admin-
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ability to learn and not their
economic circumstances. The
issue is personal for Laughlin.
“I mean St. Louis U.
High is a really unique place
when it comes to need blind
admission and no cap on aid.
I was a student who was first
in my generation, my brother
and I, to go to college. I was
a work grant student in high
school and college. I couldn’t
have afforded it without help,
so I know it at a personal level. And I think certainly just
the mission of the school: it’s
one thing to talk about caring for the poor or living the
Gospel. It’s another thing to
live it and one of the things I
really love about St. Louis U.
High is this community commitment to that value.”
Laughlin is also driven
and inspired by the students
he sees who benefit from financial aid.
“The fact that I know
they get to be at school because of that, I would not go
fundraise for a lot of things,
but I would for that. And so
one of my, I wouldn’t call it
soft side jokes but I’m serious
that when I talk to benefactors, is that you know a lot of
people sell a lot of things. I’m
trying to sell hope in the form
of a 14-year-old boy. That’s

continued on page 7
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Laughlin and Becvar receiving the Blue Ribbon award.
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(continued from page 6)

advancement chief of staff
Sean Angiel. “He is a good
friend to the Jesuits. He is
somebody that the provincial can call on with whatever
they need. These are things
that nobody ever really sees,
but he is always available to
the society of Jesus and other
Jesuit schools.”
Outside of the specific
details of his legacy, many
people have noticed certain
features about Laughlin’s personality that allow him to really connect with people and

what it’s about. So that’s normal, and I’m just proud to be
apart of it because it’s a long
tradition here,” said Laughlin.
Laughlin’s concern for
the Jesuit mission prompted
him to take on another building project at SLUH: the Jesuit house. The idea of a new
house for the Jesuits, located
on SLUH’s campus, came to
Laughlin in prayer. Laughlin
realized the Jesuits needed a
new house with updates but
they would never ask for one.

0, 2013
18 begins with
on
tomorrow
day
0 alumni, faculnds of the school
awn to St. Louis

January 30, 2015
Imagining 18 will close with February convocation
“Some of the information is the
methodology,” said President David
Laughlin. “We want to talk about
how we want to move forward.”

September 5, 2014
Administration begins facility review process
This process was initiated by President David Laughlin after the Imagining 18 Campus Facilities and Sustainability group recommended a
comprehensive look at St. Louis U.
High’s campus and buildings.

The house would also guarantee a permanent Jesuit presence at SLUH.
“I thought it was so important that Jesuits were on
this campus,” said Laughlin.
“And it’s a multi-apostolic
community so all the Jesuits
who live there aren’t assigned
to St. Louis U. High, nor
would they necessarily be, but
I do think it’s very helpful for
the culture of our school that
those guys are proximate,”
said Laughlin.
Laughlin’s Jesuit identity
was the reason for his push
to build the Jesuit house and
create new retreats and grow
Campus Ministry. He was
the influence behind starting
Freshman Retreat and modeled it after a retreat at Rockhurst High School. His focus
on Jesuit identity also led to
the expansion of Campus
Ministry and a larger focus
on it from the school.
“He goes to all of these
conferences with all of these
other
Jesuit
institutions
and his idea was that SLUH
Campus Ministry could be a
leadership Campus Ministry,
where other schools could
model their Campus Ministry after ours,” said Campus
Minister Simonie Anzalone.
“He wanted us to be a leader
in Campus Ministry activi-

ters about what they want to
do and how they envision the
school growing in its Jesuit
values.
“He brought the Campus
Ministers into the room and
sat us down and said, ‘Dream
big and don’t give yourself
boundaries. Don’t worry
about resources, whether it is
time or manpower or money.’
He said, ‘dream big and think
about your ideal Campus
Ministry’, which is intimidating and refreshing at the same
time because what other high
school president is saying,
‘what your dreams are, we
will try to support because
Campus Ministry is the heart
of the school,’” said Anzalone.
Laughlin is also well
thought of nationally and
internationally. He has been
a keynote speaker at international conventions and
conferences multiple times.
He has also served on the
advisory board for the Jesuit
province and on countless
other task forces including
the board for the Jesuit Network.
“There is a broad respect
for him that he is somebody
who is very thoughtful and
insightful. He speaks with
deep love for the church. He
is a trusted voice and a guide
that people can turn to,” said

Friday February 27 2015
Big night, big dreams
They were marking the end of a yearand-a-half-long visioning process,
Imagining 18, that will give the school
a strategic vision as it approaches its
200th birthday.

February 12, 2015
New Jesuit residence
Groundbreaking set for March 12
The idea to construct a new house
for the community came from
President David Laughlin, and has
been in the works for about five
years.
do his job well.
The first has to do with
how he treats people. It does
not matter if they are a freshman in the hallway, the chief
of police of St. Louis, or the
provincial of the Jesuits, he
treats them all with respect.
“So one of the first things
I was really struck by was
things like, respect he communicated to each person he
talked with. Kind of a humble
presence and an acute sensitivity to sort of Catholic and
Jesuit things that you could
tell was coming from the
heart,” said Assisstant Principal for Ministry Jim Linhares.
Some people believe that
this respect comes from his
patience and ability to listen.
“He is able to take something and not immediately
judge it on face value. He has
an ability to step back and
wonder what is going on the
background. I think it comes
from him viewing others in
the image and likeness of
God, so he is looking to view
others favorably,” said Angiel.
“I am amazed sometimes
when I am sitting at my desk
and I hear him talking to
anybody from a disgruntled
parent to a benefactor to an
alum,” said Walsh.
Another aspect of his
personality that many people

posts to their own page.
“Mr. Laughlin is very
active on Twitter. I always
am surprised when I open
up the SLUH STUCO Twitter and see @SLUHpresident
retweet our tweets no matter
what it regards,” said senior
STUCO
Communications
and Publicity officer Stephen
Ocampo. “It’s great to see that
our president is very active
in our community and cares
so much about the student
body.”
“Anywhere I go I snap
pictures and push it out there
because I know there’s this
wider group of people who
love the place,” said Laughlin.
He takes a methodical
approach to try to keep everybody involved with the
community. He wants everybody to feel as though they
are a part of it.
“He always tries to attend to everything. You have
no idea how much he does.
He goes to the class of ’54
lunches. He visits people at
the hospital. He is always running errands. He is incredibly
involved in the community.
He does a lot that people
don’t know about that are not
directly related to his job in
the building,” said Walsh.

Friday, May 8, 2015
I18 dreams include
World
Learning
Center,
sustainable campus

April 24, 2015
Laughlin travels to
China for visit with
Nanjing
Foreign
Language School

and alumni. Laughlin started tweeting in the summer
of 2012, inspired by a Jesuit
named Fr. Daniel Villanueva
S.J., a Spanish Jesuit, according to Laughlin. He was the
communications coordinator
for World Youth day in Germany in 2005 and contacted
the Vatican a few weeks ahead
of World Youth day, asking about where the wifi hot
spots would be located. But
the Vatican replied, saying
they asked the youth to keep
their devices at home. Villanueva replied again, asking
about the location of the wifihot spots until the Vatican
gave in. He subsequently used
Twitter to lead thousands of
teenagers in a guided examen
during the event.
“His point was, there’s
a lot of bad things on social
media and if we’re going to
evangelize, if we’re going to
share the joy of the gospel, if
we’re going to be able to promote the mission, we have to
be in that space. And I at the
time was on zero social media. And I’m still not. I don’t
have a Facebook page, I do
have a Linkedin account, but
I thought, ‘I have to get in that
space,’” said Laughlin.
Some students occasionally check his account, liking
his tweets or retweeting his

related to me he would joke
about, that, ‘hey I’m a German theologian, I don’t understand this finance stuff.’
And it’s always funny because
he does,” said Joe Komos.
Laughlin’s fun, kind, and
patient manner spans to his
home where he is known for
being a family man and is the
father of 4 children: David,
Tom, Jackie, and Joe.
“I remember his kids
growing up and when his
boys came through SLUH.
When his daughter turned
thirteen, we had a teenage
party in his office because
of his work schedule. He is a
great father and I know his
kids really really look up to
him. I admire that,” said assistant to the President Kim
Walsh.
Although Laughlin is sad
to leave SLUH, he is grateful
for all of the people he has
met and experiences that he
has had while here.
“I have learned so much
at my time at SLUH. So many
people in this community
have helped develop me. I’ve
grown in faith. I’ve learned so
many skills. I’ve learned the
different aspects about what
it takes to do this. I feel really
fortunate to have had that ed-

Friday January 8, 2016
Laughlin receives leadership award
The Lead. Learn. Proclaim. Award
that Laughlin received “recognizes
the outstanding efforts, contributions,
and achievements on behalf of Catholic school education,” according to the
NCEA website.

Friday, October 2, 2015
SLUH earns Blue Ribbon recognition.
One of 50 high schools to receive
the designation. Laughlin will
travel to Washington D.C. in
early November to receive the
award.
Ultimately, his passion
and dedication stems from
putting other people before
himself.
“Several years ago, when
the receptionist desk was still
at the old switchboard, it was
really cold outside and there
was a homeless woman right
outside the door. Mr. Laughlin went down to the Currigan room and made her a big
lunch and brought it back to
her to eat. That really moved
me,” said Walsh.
Laughlin is also known
for his fun-loving personality.
From leading Christmas carols at the Loyola Christmas
party every year to joking
with faculty members to singing happy birthday to SLUH,
he is always looking to improve somebody’s day. He is
very good at connecting with
people and engaging them in
a particular task.
“He is a great entertainer
and great cook. I have been
over to his house several
times for barbeques and parties,” said Walsh. “He has this
one pair of cowboy boots that
are so old and rugged, but he
loves them. He wears them
all of the time. He also plays
the guitar and sings. He has a
great voice.”
“Dave’s very good to
work for. In an area directly

2018

11, 2014
er $900,000; Cashbah gross
s record
e was Sapphire Masquerade
Cashbah since 2009-10 has
d more money than the year
.

ties from the get-go, which is
why SLUH has grown to five
campus ministers. When he
started, I believe it was two
or three part-time campus
ministers. Since he has come,
it has grown significantly in
terms of manpower so we can
run a lot of programs.”
Laughlin has continued
to be involved in Campus
Ministry throughout the dayto-day life at SLUH, but especially during planning for
Imagining 18 where he talked
to all of the Campus Minis-

believe helps with always being in the public eye and being a person that others look
up to is that he is genuine at
all times.
“He is a person that believes what he says and is genuine. The Mr. Laughlin that
you’ve seen at liturgies and
assemblies and passing in the
hall is the real Mr. Laughlin,”
said Angiel.
“He is very trustworthy
and if you ask him his opinion, he will give it to you,
even if it isn’t what you want
to hear,” said Walsh.
Laughlin has always
gone the extra mile to keep
the SLUH community connected. He is very busy and
always doing something that
involves a student, alum, or
somebody connected with
SLUH
“He’s just incredibly generous. So when you have a
guy like that in charge of your
school, it kind of calls generosity out of you and it calls
hard work and dedication out
of you because the guy at the
top is doing it,” said Linhares.
One of the unique ways
Laughlin keeps people informed is through his Twitter account, where he posts
various news about SLUH

7

January 6, 2017
Laughlin to leave
SLUH in July 2018

ucation here,” said Laughlin.
“I have had the opportunity
to meet tremendous people
and they have shaped my life
and my family’s life and I will
always be grateful for that.”
Laughlin has also done a
lot of discernment and prayer
about leaving a place he loves,
and referred back to St. Ignatius’s answer on the same
challenge.
“There was some question posed to St. Ignatius
years ago about ‘what if the
church tells you that you need
to disband the Jesuits’ and he
said something to the effect
of ‘I would need to go to the
chapel for 15 minutes and
pray, but I would also need to
let it go. If you are really going
to have the spiritual kind of
freedom that the Spiritual Exercises calls for, then no one
place and no one job title or
location—if we are grounded
in the faith that Jesus Christ
shows us. I having really been
trying to pray in deep gratitude for this school, but also
the freedom to know that
those relationships are going
to be there. I hope to be able
to come back from time to
time for sure, but God has a
bigger plan than St. Louis U.
High and I’m glad to be part
of it.”
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PN Vault: 2005
Laughlin hired as SLUH President

The archive to the
left was written in
the Prep News in
2004, announcing the hiring of
current SLUHPresident David
Laughlin, who will
be departing to
serve as President
of Rockhurst Highschool at the end
of the 2017-2018
school year.
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Sophomore parking
kicked to overflow lot
BY Peter
REPORTER

Campbell

S

tudents may have noticed
that the parking lot seems
more crowded than usual
lately.
This is no coincidence.
“We get a perfect storm in
the spring with an increase of
SLUH drivers, spring breaks,
and field trips to the Science
Center,” explained Patrick
Zarrick, the head of security
at SLUH.
This decrease in space
has not only increased the
distance SLUH students have
to walk each morning, but has
affected the Science Center as
well.
“A lot of these guests,
visitors to the Science Center,
are elderly or people pushing
strollers, and do not want to
walk that far to the Science

Center,” said Zarrick.
This prompted a meeting
between the Science Center
and Assistant Principal for
Student Life Brock Kesterson
and Zarrick.
The new plan calls for seniors to keep their designated
parking area and the juniors
to park where they have been
parking.
However, the sophomores will have a little bit longer of a walk to make. To free
up more room, Zarrick proposed the sophomores park
in the overflow lot by the Steel
Erection Co.
Kesterson also said that
each class will have a specific
color sticker for their car to
help the staff know if students
are parking in their designated area.

16-foot clock tower to be
completed by end of May
(continued from page 1)

names that will be put on it is
still to be determined. They will
either be put on a platform base
or on the four sides of the post.
Although it is not yet complete, McGrail is already looking towards the future, as he
is planning a pizza party next
winter break for the seniors to
come back and celebrate their
achievements together with the
completed clock tower.
The design for the clock
tower was a group effort, headed by artists Matthew Thomas,
Ian Shocklee, and Michael Esson. Thomas’ original design
was estimated to cost $200,000,
which definitely raised eyebrows when it was presented.
After his lavish design was
considered too far a reach for
the class, a $25,000 clock tower
was designed, drawing inspiration from the mock drawings
of other prototypes done by the
three artists.
“It exceeds my expectations. I can’t believe it is all up
after fundraising and planning.
The design is beautiful and
the clock is much larger than
I imagined. I am glad we have
such an iconic symbol to represent our class,” said Thomas.
The clock tower was constructed by the Verdin Clock
Company, a company found
online by McGrail and Director

of Facilities Joe Rankin. Rankin
was charged with communicating the design to the company, getting a quote on cost,
and helping pick the location.
Many spots were considered,
but Rankin, knowing the underground electrical wiring of
the school, chose outside the
entrance to the Danis Field
House, where the wiring already runs.
After many back and
forth emails, most of the seniors looked on the beauty of
their legacy during their senior barbeque before school on
Wednesday.
“I’m really happy we got
here. I know it took a lot of effort and I’m really proud of my
classmates, especially Jack and
everyone who were on top of
it. I think it looks fantastic and I
can’t wait to come back and see
what my class did,” said senior
Sean Bender.
“I’m just really proud
of my class. I think people are
really excited that it can represent our class in the future,”
said McGrail. “When you look
at it in your 30’s , 40’s, or 50’s,
it will still be there. It will be
something that reminds us of
our time here. It shows our true
heart. It shows what we can really do. It’s just the start of our
legacy.”

Marco Cup back to SLUH; Jr. Bills come back from 10-1
deficit in dramatic game against De Smet
BY Luke Wilmes
Core staff

B

oy, does the lacrosse team
love comebacks! For the
Jr. Bills, it seems like playing
as the underdog is just to add
excitement. Their game against
Eureka was certainly a thriller
to watch, but last Saturday’s
comeback against De Smet
in the 14th Annual Fr. Marco
Cup seemed nothing short of a
miracle.
The Father Marco Cup,
named after Fr. Michael “Marco” Marchlewski, S.J., is an annual event built around the
SLUH vs. De Smet varsity lacrosse game designed to raise
money for three local charities. This year’s charities were:
Loyola Academy of Saint Louis,
Saint Louis ARC, and The Michael Sennett “Count On Me”
Foundation.
Over the past 14 years,
the Father Marco Cup has
raised over $170,000 for many
charities in the Saint Louis area.
The event includes raffles, ball
tosses, and food, but the main
attractions are the lacrosse
games.
Both the SLUH freshman
and JV lacrosse teams beat
down on their De Smet opponents, winning 8-3 and 13-5,

BY Brad Pike
Reporter

S

SLUH and De Smet with Fr. Marco after the game Saturday.

respectively. Each game was
intense and fast paced with the
Jr. Bills dominating the field. As
exciting as the preceding games
were, neither could compare to
the miracle that would follow in
the varsity game.
Going into the game, it
looked as if the Jr. Bills had the
upper hand. SLUH’s record

(then 9-5) was better than DeSmet’s (then 6-4) and SLUH had
the home field advantage.
“We were all pretty confident. We thought we were the
better team and we’d get up
early,” said senior captain and
attackman Pete O’Malley.
“I felt the heat. I spent the
day getting my mind right, but
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nothing can really prepare you
for a game like that,” said senior
long-stick midfielder Cooper
Nichols.
De Smet paid no attention
to any advantages that SLUH
may have had. Off the very first
faceoff, De Smet scored, sending the Jr. Bills reeling back on
their heels. De Smet scored sev-

en unanswered goals in the first
quarter. Many of their goals
were off of SLUH penalties
and holes in the SLUH defense
which left key De Smet players
wide open.
“We all started off slow.
We let the atmosphere of the
game get to us and that trans-

continued on page 10

Every lead is unsafe against the Jr. Bills: volleyball comes
back
to win Lafayette Invitational against Marist
Nathan Langhauser
BY

Sports editor

T

he St. Louis U. High
volleyball team never
says die. During the Lafayette Invitational tournament last Saturday, the Jr.
Billikens had to come back
multiple times throughout
the day in order to capture
the first place hardware in
a thriller over Marist (Chicago) 21-25, 25-23, 25-21.
The team defeated Francis Howell North (19-11,
19-10), De Smet (19-16, 1911) and Edwardsville (1915, 21-19) in pool play and
Eureka (25-18, 25-21) in
the first round of the gold
bracket. Edwardsville nearly
forced a third set, but SLUH
came back to win from
13-7 down in a set to 19.
The Jr. Bills then played
Marist in the championship
match. Marist had defeated
Lafayette and then Vianney
on their route to the championship and looked strong in
every position.
In the first set, Marist
jumped out to a big, early
lead, 11-4. Although building momentum for the
second set, SLUH couldn’t
overcome the deficit and
lost the first set 25-21.
“By the end of the
first set, we got back into
a groove,” said senior Matt
Coplen. “Most of the team
was tired since it was the
fifth match of the day, but
we minimized hitting errors

Ultimate
looks to
state after
.500 season

and started getting a lot more
touches on the block, which
translated to the rest of the
match.”
In the second set, the
teams battled, going back
and forth nearly every point,
until the Jr. Bills found themselves in trouble down 21-16.
Marist’s Marty Jepsen was
racking up kills; he finished
with 17 total from everywhere on the court. The Jr.
Bills did not quit though.
A block by senior Nathan Langhauser and some
hitting errors by Marist
forced them to call a timeout but Marist still led 21-19.
The Jr. Bills forced another
error out of the timeout,
but Jepsen got a kill to
put the Hawks up 22-20.
Down 23-21, head coach
Jeff Cheak called timeout
knowing that SLUH had to
earn big points here to keep
the hopes of winning alive.
The Jr. Bills rose to the challenge. Coplen buried a kill
and got a block, causing
Marist to call timeout at 2323. Senior Ryan Whealen
then killed a set from junior
Charlie Steenberge, earning SLUH match point. A
Marist error gave SLUH the
second set victory, 25-23.
In the third and deciding set, the Jr. Bills wanted
to come out strong and senior Jack McGrail helped
by crushing a playset from
Whealen while the blockers
were completely thrown off

on the first point of the set.
SLUH built up to an
early 8-4 lead with two
kills from junior Joe Manion, forcing an early timeout from the Hawks.

ceive,” said Cheak. “We were
in system at a high percentage and that helped us run
our offense efficiently.”
Marist fought back
though, tying the game at 16

Junior Brian Venhaus against CBC last Friday.

“It was great to get in
and get some kills right off
the bat,” said Manion. “There
were some great defensive
plays that led to me having
the chance to get some big
swings.”
The Jr. Bills extended
their lead to 15-10 through
some
insane
back-row
touches from senior Kyle
Cohan and junior Brian
Venhaus and an excellent
serve receive that allowed
Whealen to set anyone.
“One of the main reasons we won was because of a
strong and dynamic serve re-

through some blocks and hitting errors from the Jr. Bills.
Cheak called timeout to slow
the game down and relax the
team in the tense atmosphere.
Out of the timeout, Cross
and Manion earned kills on
the outside and Whealen
aced Jepsen, forcing a Marist
timeout. SLUH led 19-16 and
didn’t look back. Langhauser
and Manion got kills out of
the timeout with the help of
a great dig from Whealen.
At 22-18, after junior
Andrew Cross and Langhauser went up to block,
Langhauser fell awkwardly

on his right ankle. The Jr.
Bills won the point as Cross
got the block. After talking
with the trainer and Cheak,
Langhauser stayed in the
game. Seemingly looking to
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take advantage, Marist went
straight to Jepsen who was
matched up against Langhauser. Marist earned the
point and got an ace on the
next, but SLUH still led 23-20.
On game point, Whealen
reached into his bag of tricks
and pulled out the reliable
yoink, ending the game 2521, and earning the Jr. Bills
the Lafayette Invitational
championship.
Coplen finished with
eleven kills and three blocks.
Manion, McGrail, and Cross
tallied six kills each.

continued on page 10

t. Louis U. High Ultimate
Frisbee closed out the
short regular season with two
hard-fought losses in their
games this past week, 10-8
against De Smet (JV) on Sunday, and 15-5 against Marquette on Tuesday.
The SLUH Ultimate
squad had a very solid season
this year, ending with a final
record of 4-4. They had a total of four returning seniors,
while the rest of the team was
new to the sport.
“The season had its ups
and downs, but with great
leadership from our seniors,
our newer players really developed their skills as the season matured,” said head coach
Jeff Ullery, ’12. He, along with
fellow SLUH alumni Mark
McBride, ’12 and Ben Clark,
’12, coached the team, doing
an exceptional job teaching
the fundamentals, especially
to the new players.
“Since I was a new player,
the coaches taught me the
ropes on not only how to be a
good player, but a smart player, teaching me how to think
three steps ahead,” said senior
Tyler Correnti, a first-year
member of the team.
This past week, the nowexperienced team went to De
Smet and Marquette for two
difficult battles on the field.
De Smet JV took the win in a
hard-fought game on Sunday.
“It was a good game, but
we were short on numbers,”
said senior Michael Esson,
a four-year member of the
SLUH Ultimate program.
“We only had a few seniors,
which was rough, but it was a
fun game and everyone tried
hard.”
A few days later, SLUH
lost another tough one against
Marquette.
“We were short on players and it was pretty hot out
which was a little rough, but
it was fun because we went
to the (Neuqua) tournament
and played on the same team
as Marquette, so a lot of our
teammates were very friendly
with each other,” said Esson.
The Neuqua Tournament
is a national tournament that
SLUH, along with Marquette,
competed in on April 20-22,
in Naperville, Ill.
The State Ultimate tournament will get underway tomorrow. SLUH looks to build
off of the season to make it far
into the tourney this year.
“The State tournament
is always really fun. It’s gonna
be a great weekend and there
is gonna be a lot of improvement all around,” said Esson.
“I’m so excited to sauce some
discs, bro.”
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Bills bounce back to send the silenced Spartans home
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lated into us giving them seven
goals in the first quarter,” said
O’Malley.
“We started to overthink
things when we just needed the
basics like watching back-side,
splitting your man, and basic
approaches,” said Nichols.
“We missed all of our assignments and reads that we
had been doing in practice
all week. We failed to counter
all of their offensive moves,”
said senior defenseman Anthony Freeman. “We were shell
shocked.”
SLUH only won three of
nine faceoffs, had just two offensive possessions, and scored
a single goal, by O’Malley with
4.3 seconds left in the first quarter.
“I think with the culture
and program change, there just
wasn’t a lot of trust,” said head
coach Andrew Toussaint. “This
was a game where the players
were playing for the other team
and the fans instead of playing
for the coaches.”
The game improved minimally in the second quarter.
The Jr. Bills traded possession
back and forth with the Spartans, but De Smet was the only

their final goal of the game.
The Jr. Bills’ first goal was
courtesy of a De Smet player
not wearing his mouthguard,
which resulted in a turnover.
Freshman midfielder Bobby
Conroy quickly scooped the
ball up, called for the whistle,
and passed to sophomore midfielder Brendan Hannah, who
ran down the field looking for a
fast break. Hannah found Corker downfield as his outlet, and
Corker ran to the cage, shoving
his way around the crease and
in front of the goal for a dunk
over the De Smet goalie.
At this point, the SLUH
student section led a cheer “I
believe that we will win,” while
down 10-2. After the game,
Toussaint gave a shout-out to
the student fans, saying they
had lots of guts to be chanting
that phrase at that time.
Senior midfielder Kevin
Einig and Carse also scored in
the quarter, which ended with
SLUH down 11-4.
The biggest game changer
in the second half was Perryman’s faceoff performance. His
consistent wins earned him
PrepCast’s player of the game
title.
“Coach Sherman came

Senior Matt Leritz against De Smet last Saturday.

side to capitalize and scored
three unanswered goals, despite
the Jr. Bills going man-up for a
De Smet penalty.
O’Malley’s goal at the end
of the first quarter was a rally
cry shot down before takeoff.
The Jr. Bills, starting to break
down and blame each other,
trailed 10-1 at halftime. It
seemed that without a doubt,
the Spartans would be hoisting
the Fr. Marco Cup at the end of
the game.
“I called the boys into the
corner and told them the comeback starts now,” said O’Malley.
“I said that if you didn’t think
we could come back and win,
then you shouldn’t be on the
field.”
“I was like, ‘Wow is this
really how the last part of senior year is gonna be?’” said
Freeman. “We had all put in so
much work and gone through
two or three different coaches
to get here and I said there was
no way it’d end like that.”
It turned out that a wakeup call was just what the Jr. Bills
needed. The third quarter was
played somewhat evenly, but it
was the Jr. Bills’ turn to capitalize on their possessions. SLUH
scored three goals in the third
quarter while De Smet scored

over and told me ‘If we win this
game, it’s going to be because of
you,’ and I really took that on
my shoulders to try to have a
better second half,” said senior
captain and faceoff specialist
Will Perryman.
“Big Squill (Perryman)
winning all those faceoffs really helped get the pressure
off the defense. We finally got
the chance to possess the ball,
which is what we do best,” said
Freeman. “Squill was the catalyst to start it all. Thanks to him
we got the possessions and high
volume of shots we love.”
Senior captain and midfielder Austin Hannah has
coined a phrase that goes: “Big
time players make big time
plays.” The fourth quarter must
have been full of big time players, because every play SLUH
made in the last 12 minutes of
the game was big time. Maybe
they were fed up with the idea
of losing. Maybe they had had
enough of playing the underdog card. But whatever had
been plaguing the Jr. Bills in the
first half had been kicked to the
curb. A new team had arrived
ready to pummel anyone who
stood in its path.
Everything about the Jr.
Bills’ playing style improved

immensely in the fourth quarter. They had very few turnovers
and scored eight unanswered
goals, playing with a terrifying
frenzy.
“We just started playing
fluid lacrosse,” said O’Malley.
“We stopped gripping the stick
so tight, toned out the atmosphere around us, and realized
that if we got the ball around
and played our match-ups, we’d
find holes in their defense.”
“We were due for a run.
We knew we would have our
time, especially with Perryman
controlling the X,” said Toussaint. “We also switched our
matchups against one of De
Smet’s better players, were conscious of attacking from behind
the cage, and were a litte bit
more patient with our shots.”
The first of the eight
fourth-quarter
goals
was
thanks to Carse for a brutal ride
against a DeSmet midfielder
who dropped the ball when
confronted with Carse’s manic
checks and pushes. O’Malley
picked up the loose ball and
threw it around to the other
side of the field. Corker carried
down the right alley and lobbed
the ball to O’Malley open ten
yards out, who put it away for
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his second goal of the night.
Corker scored his second
of the night after beating his
man around the crease.
Brendan Hannah scored
his first with a step-down shot
ten yards out, finishing in the
bottom left corner and making
the score 11-7.
Senior midfielder Chip
Holmes made his marks in the
scorebook with some beautiful
crease play. Holmes’ first goal
came from O’Malley dodging
from behind the goal to his left
and finding Holmes streaking
through the middle, making
for an easy goal. His second
also came with an assist from
O’Malley. O’Malley picked up
a rebound and found Holmes
on the crease, who dropped his
hands and under-handed the
ball into the net.
Carse and O’Malley both
completed their hat tricks in
the fourth; Carse with an easy
dodge from behind to the left,
finishing with a high lefty shot
and O’Malley with a seven-yard
step-down shot that tied the
game 11-11 with 1:36 left in the
game.
After Perryman successfully won his seventh consecutive faceoff, the Jr. Bills took
a breather. With a little more

than a minute to go, the Jr. Bills
had closed a 10-1 gap to tie the
game at 11. While ensuring
they kept possession and didn’t
make silly turnovers, the SLUH
offense took turns taking on the
Spartans one by one for the next
40 seconds.
With the clock ticking towards overtime, Carse caught
a pass from Corker behind the
net and dodged to his left. Leaving his defender in the dust,
Carse turned the corner of the
crease and sniped the Jr. Bills’
12th goal, putting them in their
first lead all game with 14.2 seconds left.
“Sometimes you’ve just
gotta step up and be a contributor in big-time games,” said
Carse.
“I think that Carse, as well
as he played, should’ve had five
or six goals,” said Toussaint.
“He’s always shown the ability
to get himself to good shooting
positions. He’s a quick player
that’s hard to guard, and if the
ball is in his stick in the fourth
quarter, we’re confident that he
can make his own shot.”
It was back to the faceoff
X one last time for Perryman. If
the Jr. Bills won the faceoff, the
game was likely to be over. But
if the Spartans won, the odds
that they could score off of a fast
break were not comforting for
SLUH. After the whistle blew,
the faceoff turned into a scrum.
The ball got loose and Brendan
Hannah scooped it up, fell on a
knee, dodged through two defenders attempting to sandwich
him, and ran the ball down to
Corker to end the game with
the Jr. Bills winning the 2018
Father Marco Cup, 12-11.
“That was one of the craziest games I’ve ever been a part
of,” said O’Malley. “When that
twelfth goal went in, there was
no better feeling than coming
back from their 10-1 lead.”
“I’ve never screamed
my head off so much,” said
Freeman. “The whole fourth
quarter I had a splitting headache from yelling so much. I
wouldn’t trade it for anything in
the world.”
“I had no clue what had
happened because it all went so
fast,” said Perryman. “One minute we were losing 11-4, and the
next we were dogpiling on the
field. It was a lot to process.”
“From a learning perspective, it was great as a coach because I could tell the players
‘You didn’t listen to us in the
first half and look what happened, and you started to listen in the second half and look
what happened,” said Toussaint.
“It was the best win I’ve ever
been a part of, but the worst
game of lacrosse I’ve ever been
apart of. It was the most bizzare
and fun thing I’ve ever seen. But
what is done is done. Hopefully
the guys will begin to trust the
coaching staff and play towards
what they’re taught, not what
the magnitude of the game is.”
After being swarmed by
the student body, the Jr. Bills
gathered to receive their crystal trophy: the Father Marco
Cup. The trophy was kissed
and in pictures, was brought to
the locker room and Mass, and
eventually put back in its rightful place: the trophy cabinet on
4970 Oakland Avenue.

Senior Night success
for undefeated
volleyball team
(continued from page 9)

“It was great to have won
the tournament and played a
great Chicago team, but the
season isn’t over yet. It’s time
to put in the most work, and I
think the team really showed
that this tournament,” said
Coplen.
The day before the big
tournament, the Jr. Bills defeated CBC, 25-17, 25-14, a
good preparation for the next
day. CBC had their starting
setter back who missed the
first matchup due to injury,
but he couldn’t do enough to
keep the game close, and the
Jr. Bills cruised to victory.
On Monday, SLUH took
down Francis Howell Central 25-12, 25-20. It was a
long drive for the Jr. Bills on
a day off school, but Coplen
was nearly untouchable in
the first set, leading SLUH’s
offense with the help of the
defense picking up the Central tips.
In the second set, the
Jr. Bills came out flat and
couldn’t push themselves to
go on any runs because of
some errors. Only up 21-19,
Cheak challenged the team
to keep Central at 19, and a
run by serial server Steen-

berge led the Jr. Bills to the
25-20 win, nearly completing
Cheak’s challenge. A no-call
on a lift ruined the challenge
though, giving Central 20.
In last night’s Senior
Night
matchup
against
Chaminade, the Jr. Bills
looked to dominate the Red
Devils after a closer than expected game earlier in the
season. The Jr. Bills defeated
a rising Chaminade team
that looks to make a run in
the Class 3 State Tournament in straight sets, 25-16,
25-10. Cross and Coplen led
the charge and everyone got
some playing time by the end
of the game.
SLUH is now 27-0 and
takes on Vianney and De
Smet next week before Districts. The Jr. Bills beat Vianney 25-14, 25-15 earlier in
the season and have defeated
De Smet twice already, but
aren’t letting those previous
victories change their mentality.
“These are two victories
we want to move into playoffs
with, playing at a high level
and making sure that we are
firing on all cylinders,” said
Cheak.

Rugby falls to National
Champions; team
prepares for State
BY Thom Molen
REPORTER

B

ig men, big hits, and a big
stuck bus: the St. Louis
U. High rugby team took on
Kansas City and played last
year’s National Champion, St.
Thomas Aquinas High School.
To start the scoring off
and stop the back and forth
ball possessions of both teams,
senior backs captain Buck
Chevalier took advantage of a
penalty and kicked a penalty
kick, making the score 3-0.
“About halfway through
the season, around Ruggerfest weekend, kicking kind of
clicked for me,” said Chevalier. “I’ve been trying to kick
after practice everyday, and
ever since I’ve missed only a
few.”
A yellow card on junior
Trey Saleeby docked SLUH a
player which STA took advantage of and scored two tries,
making the score 12. At half
the score was 19-3.
“The first half we didn’t
bring as much intensity as
we should have,” said senior
forwards captain Matt Quinlan. “They beat us a lot on the
side channels which is indicative of that we’re not doing
our system of nomination on
defense. First half we were
a little flat-footed on pretty
much every tackle, but second
half we started coming up and
making the big tackles that we
needed to make.”
SLUH came out ready to
fight in the second half, starting with a quick tap run by
Chevalier into the try zone

making the score 24-10. An
8-man pick through the STA
defense by junior Miles Matyiko made the final score 2417.
“In the second half, when
we started to get firing, the
offense was great,” said Chevalier. “When we’re focused
and we’re setting up our transitions right, getting set fast,
and running smooth, then our
defense is unstoppable.”
“We started off against
Aquinas a little slow which
kind of hurt us,” said head
coach Joe Muller. “We just had
to figure out their game, but
once we figured out what they
were doing, we really started
to exert our will, and I wish we
had five more minutes to play
that game.”
Junior varsity also played
a game on Saturday. A very
even match only allowed STA
to score once on the first half
making the score 5-0.
“Defensively we played
an incredible game,” said
sophomore and JV captain
Luke Giunta. “Yes, we had
some missed tackles, but
someone was always immediately there to clean up and
support the team.”
In the second half, freshman George Francis ran for 60
yards and scored a try, tying
up the game at 5-5.
“Offensively I think the
JV really started to come together better than we ever
have in past games,” said
sophomore and JV captain
Sean Flynn. “We really came

continued on page 11
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Water polo program splits team at Lindbergh
Invite in preparation for State
BY Joe Feder
REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High water
polo team closed out its
regular season undefeated in
Missouri play after shaking up
the normal routine this past
weekend at the Lindbergh Invite and splitting the varsity
squad into two teams, SLUH
A and SLUH B.
The purpose of the split
was to garner more playing
experience for each player,
and because both benches
were left with only one sub,
most players ended up with
much more time in the water.
This was especially true for
SLUH B, the El Fín line.
Despite early losses to
Parkway Central and secondranked Ladue, SLUH B was
able to remain positive and
use the losses as learning experiences.
“I think El Fín handled
playing on our own really well,” said junior Jarrett
Schneider.
Highlights from the
game included junior Garrett Baldes tallying five steals
against Central, junior goalie
Daniel Fink totaling 18 saves
across the two games, and

sophomore Andrew Zimmerman scoring three goals per
game.
The tables turned on Saturday, when the Jr. Bills won
hearty victories against SLAP
(St. Louis Area Polo) and
Marquette. The game against
SLAP, a local club water polo
team, was a team effort, with
junior Luke Brawer scoring
six goals, junior Justin Surber garnering one assist, two
steals and three goals, and
senior Jack Laux tallying two
goals, an assist and a steal.
This tournament was an
opportunity for the SLUH B
team to see what next season
will be like, as each member of
this team, with the exception
of Laux, will be returning for
the 2019 season.
“I think this weekend really gave us a lot more confidence that we can take the
reigns as seniors next year,”
siad Schneider.
On the other side, SLUH
A remained the St. Louis team
to beat, with four victories
over the tournament.
Playing Marquette for
their first game, the Jr. Bills
blanked them 16-0, the team’s
first shutout since 2016.

Water polo team after Lindbergh Invite win.

This was largely due to junior goalie John McCabe’s 13
saves and senior Jacob Fields’
two last-minute pass blocks.
On the offensive side, senior
Nick Mattingly scored five
goals and senior captain John
Burke contributed five assists,
and Fields and fellow senior
Barclay Dale each scored hat
tricks.
SLUH A then played
their final out-of-state competitor in St. Patrick High
School, the No. 6 team in Illinois. Although St. Patrick
was able to score first off of a
perimeter lob, the Jr. Bills responded with five quick goals
to widen their lead. Mattingly
was able to rack up five goals
and five steals, while senior captain Joe Jellinek also
scored four goals along with
four assists, and Dale scored
with a magnificent skip shot
from outside. McCabe had an
easy night, as the defense, led
by Burke and Fields, allowed
just ten shots through the
whole game.
The Jr. Bills played the
tournament hosts, the Flyers
themselves, on Saturday afternoon. Jellinek got the team
off to an early 2-0 lead, which

grew to 5-1 by halftime, but
SLUH A allowed their opponents to creep up on them
during the third quarter, until
Fields converted his second of
two penalty shots to restore
their momentum.
McCabe was once again a
brick wall in goal, saving ten
shots, and SLUH was remarkably able to spread their eight
goals across six different players.
With this win against
Lindbergh, the Jr. Bills advanced to the championship
game for the tenth time in the
tournament’s ten years.
SLUH A met the secondranked Ladue Rams in the finals in what ended up being
a very physical game. Jellinek
and Fields again pushed the
team to an early lead, but the
Rams converted a 6-on-5 goal
to make the score 2-1 after the
first quarter. The Jr. Bills were
unable to make up any ground
in the second quarter, largely
due to their inability to capitalize on their three 6-on-5
opportunities. Mattingly rejuvenated SLUH in the third
with two goals with assists
from Jellinek and senior Brendan Moore. In the final quarter, Burke and Fields created a
dynamic duo with Burke assisting Fields to two beautiful
final goals, finally converting
a 6-on-5.
“We played consistently
throughout the tournament,”
said Burke. “ It was kind of
like being part of a school of
manatees. Slow and steady,
gradually grabbing wins.”
With the regular season
now behind them, the Jr. Bills
look forward to the postseason, where they hope to defend their State title with a
four-peat.
The first game of the State
Tournament will take place at
Lindbergh High School tophoto | Mr. Charles Jellinek morrow at 11:15.

(continued from page 10)

up and attacked their line, and
we were able to get it wide effectively which led to some
line breaks and gained us a lot
of yards.”
STA provided SLUH with
dinner after the game and
gifted many members of the
SLUH team with some STA
rugby merch. The teams got to
enjoy conversation and new
friendships.
“We talked about our
mutual dislike for the Junior
Blues,” said sophomore Sam
Mulcahy. “We traded jerseys
and we also talked about the
game that we just played and
the improvement of the JV
over time.”
Saturday night was spent
in downtown Kansas City at
the Embassy Suites. Players
were given a few hours to get
food or walk around before
bed.
Sunday morning the
team attended Mass at St.
James parish in midtown
Kansas City and were invited
to enjoy some light food and
refreshments in the cafeteria

after Mass.
“The Mass was really
cool,” said senior Sean Cailteux. “To be honest, at first, I
was a little uncomfortable because it was so different from
what I’m used to just in how
they did their music and everything. Probably my favorite thing about the Mass was
how diverse the congregation
was. They had like 20, or so,
flags hanging in the back of
the church representing all
the different countries and
heritages of the parish.”
After mass the team departed back to St. Louis down
Interstate 70 making great
time.
Flynn, who was riding
slightly ahead with his parents, warned the team of some
traffic coming up and suggested that they go around it to
save time. Following his GPS,
the driver made his way down
a gravel road in Hermann,
Missouri.
“We were going down
these dirt roads, and it was
kind of freaky because we almost seemed to tip over a few

times on some windy turns,”
said junior Zack Bievenue.
All was going well until
the bus approached a creek
bed and got stuck.
“We were watching
There’s Something About Mary
and then all of a sudden there
was a loud bang,” said junior
Darion Mullins. “Then everyone looked out the windows
and started panicking.”
The road had a mild
amount of local traffic so the
team was luckily found by
several good Samaritans who
knew how to help from experience with the creek in the
past.
“The locals seemed like
this had happened a lot,” said
junior John Mersinger. “They
were really just the kindest
people, super sympathetic,
and they were just really trying to help us and make it as
easy as possible.”
When the bus was found
to be undrivable, the remaining members of the team
whose parents didn’t pick
them up hiked three miles to
get to Missouri State Highway

Inline varsity skates
into playoffs with goals
in mind
BY Nick Prainito
Reporter

T

he next week will be a
blur for the St. Louis
U. High inline hockey program. All three teams wrap
up their regular season this
week, and then the Missouri
Inline Hockey Association
(MOIHA) playoffs commence next week. The State
Championship games are
next weekend.
“We have shown that
when we slow the game
down and work as a team
rather than run and gun
with the opposition, we
are as dominant of a team
as they come,” said varsity
coach Chris LePage.
SLUH’s varsity team is
concluding its regular season this weekend. Currently
sitting at a record of 9-4
with 18 points for the season, they can gain two more
with a win on Saturday
against Fox. They are currently sitting at fifth place
in the varsity division.
The team played topranked De Smet last Saturday and won a thriller, 8-7.
They showed resilience after
trailing 5-2 at halftime. A
passionate timeout speech
in the second half by LePage and coach Matt Spaeth
motivated the team to score
several goals in the final
minutes to ensure the victory.
“Of the eight goals, we
had five different guys find
the back of the net. None of
those goals came from our
leading goal scorer either,”
LePage commented on Saturday’s efforts. “On top of
that, the team took care of
the defensive end by only
giving up two goals” in the
second half.
The attitude of the
locker room has been a key
part of the team’s success
as of late, according to senior forward Trevor White.
“Playing music during prac94 where the next bus would tice was the real turnaround
pick them up.
“Even though I was a
little upset about carrying all
of my stuff and team gear too,”
said Mullins. “The scenery
and the games and the talks
helped take my mind off of it.”
After several hours of delays the remaining bus riders
made it back to SLUH at about
10:00. The team was supposed
to arrive at 4:15.
This upcoming weekend
the SLUH rugby team will
be playing in the state rugby
tournament in Jefferson City.
“We have to rise to the
challenge mentally,” said
Muller. “We can’t be intimidated, and we have to walk
on the field knowing we’re as
good or better than everybody. It’s a mental challenge
not a physical challenge anymore.”

Bus incident leaves rugby stranded for hours

11

of the season,” White said.
The JV squad, with four
games left, has had a tough
season. The majority of the
team is made up of brand
new players. They’ve won
only one game but have improved greatly as the season has gone on. The team
has tended to play well in
the first half, trailing by a
couple of goals or even tied
with the opposing team going into halftime.
The JV team showed its
offensive power last Monday, even as they fell 15-5.
With several C-team players called up, the key was
a strong, effective offense
with lots of passing.
The C-team has played
12 games this season and
won two. The team has averaged a steady three goals
a game, with consistent offense by freshman Henry
McIntyre and senior Zach
Meirink. The C-team finishes its season tonight against
Fort Zumalt North.
As the varsity team
enters the playoffs, LePage noted some things they
need to work on.
“We play in a game in
which the top goaltenders
have a save percentage barely above 80 percent. Simply
putting a shot on net is all
it takes to score sometimes,”
LePage said.
In addition, teamwork
will be an important factor in the outcome of the
single-elimination playoff
games.
“We have guys that can
go coast to coast almost
anytime, but when you have
two, three, or four guys on
the floor capable of that and
working together, it is almost impossible to defend,”
said LePage.
The Fox game is tomorrowat 10 a.m. at Matteson
Square Garden in St. Peter’s.

State Tournaments
beginning tomorrow
Rugby in Jefferson City at
11:30 a.m.
Water polo at Lindbergh
High School at 11:15 a.m.
Ultimate Frisbee at Chesterfield Valley Athletic
Complex at 8 a.m.
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Friday, May 4

Half-Day—Junior Ring
Rugby State Tournament—Jeff. City
1:00PM Junior Ring Banner signing and Mass
4:15PM C Baseball @ Parkway West
4:30PM B Baseball @ Collinsville
6:45PM JV Water Polo @ Lafayette

Around the Hallways

Combo at the Tavern
Five SLU High members from the Jazz Combos
class were asked to play a
gig at Pat Connolly’s Tavern
last Thursday, just down the
road from SLUH. Juniors
Collin Funck (piano), Sean
McLaughlin (bass), Justin
Koesterer (trumpet), and
Liam Gallagher (drums)
were joined by sophomore
guitar player Chris Hartung, as the group played
two hours of jazz, funk, and
other genres of music, from
8:30-10:30. The group was
given free food by the tavern, and were asked to come
back.
Jazz concert
Led by Jeff Pottinger
and Doc Koestner, the St.
Louis U. High jazz bands
performed in their annual
spring concert this past
Tuesday. The concert started with lab band, a band
for beginners learning how
to improvise, followed by
a series of combos, which
feature more experienced
soloists. The big jazz bands
capped off the second half
of the concert, featuring a
brass sections and sporadic
solos. The jazz bands, which
included Jazz I, II and III,
played a variety of music
selections, including Latin
and swing. Some crowd
favorites from the night
were “Armunda’s Rhumba,”
perfomed by Jazz I, and “I
Wish,” performed by Jazz II.

Band to Cor Jesu concert
Members from the St.
Louis U. High symphonic
band joined forces with the
Cor Jesu band in a mixed
bands concert. SLUH played
two songs with the Chargers, “American Landscape”
and Leroy Anderson’s “Irish
Medley.” Band members
were provided with pizza
and a good time. The bands
were led under the direction
of Carol Bauer from Cor ternoon with pizza and then
Jesu and Jeff Pottinger from a talk on anxiety by junior
SLUH.
pastoral team co-leader
Dominic Lamantia. Following the talk, the group went

Saturday, May 5
Rugby State Tournament—Jeff. City
Ultimate Frisbee State Tournament
Sophomore Dance
8:30AM V Baseball Challenger Event
11:15AMV Water Polo @ Lindbergh

Sunday, May 6
Rugby State Tournament—Jeff. City
Ultimate Frisbee State Tournament
tery grounds. SLUH juniors
have been going to the cemetery for the past 16 years.

Computer Science
Teachers of America
This past week, Computer Science teacher Dan
See attended a local meeting of the Computer Science Teachers of America
Association. The gathering
involved Computer Science
teachers from the area joining together to discuss curriculum at their schools and
listen to keynote speakers
from Maryville and Fontphoto | courtesy of Sean McLaughlin
bonne, who spoke about
The jazz combo at The Pat O’Connely’s Tavern
trying to provide Computer
Symphonic concert
to Forest Park for an hour Science programs for lower
Last night the sym- and a half long walk and
phonic band, the fun/ then to Ted Drewes. After
concert band, and cham- finishing their frozen cusber orchestra performed a tard, they returned to SLUH
wide variety of songs in the for an hour of adoration and
spring concert. It was a fair- then off to bed in Campus
ly emotional night, as the Ministry. Waking up bright
band said their farewells to and early for Mass, the rea good class of seniors. The treatants headed over to the
night was full of harmonic ASC house for a breakfast
resonation and Miguel Ca- prepared by Riley Dunn,
diz’s corny but humorous one of the SLUH ASC’s. After breakfast, they met up
with several other juniors
for the junior day of service.
photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

Junior day of service
Senior Kevin Murati playing
On Saturday, nearly trombone
15 members of the Junior
class went to Fr. Dickson income communities. AcCemetery, a historic Afri- cording to See, the teachcan American cemetery in ers attending the meeting
Crestwood, for their annual gain a better perspective on
day of service. Led by ju- the world of Computer Scinior class moderator Megan ence education, tighter-knit
photo | courtesy of Mrs. Megan Menne Menne and math teacher connections with other loJack Sommers at the junior day of service.
Tracy Lyons, the students cal schools, and new ideas
helped clear downed trees about how to better teach
Junior class meeting
improvised jokes. Scattered and fill holes on the ceme- within their schools.
On Tuesday, the juniors in between each band, little
had their junior ring class groups who performed at —compiled by Jack Schweizer, Paul Gillam, Justin Koesterer,
meeting. At the meeting, the state Solo and ensem- Sam Guillemette, and Thom Molen
their class banner was re- ble festival performed their
vealed to the class and then pieces. Following the conjunior class moderator Me- clusion of the playing, the
gan Menne spoke about the seniors took the center stage
details of the ring day. After and honored band director
Menne, Assistant Principal Jeff Pottinger with several
Last week’s article about Tom Santel receivfor Student Life Brock Kes- gifts and speeches.
ing a Backer Award stated that Santel had
terson spoke to the class
beenthe CEO of Anheuser-Busch. Santel
about the new leadership re- Junior pastoral retreat
was CEO of the company’s international
sponsibilities that the class
After months of planwould soon take on as well ning, the junior pastoral
subsidiary, not the entire company. The
as being respectful to their team had its retreat. The
Prep News apologizes for the mistake.
dates.
retreat began on Friday af-

Correction
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Monday, May 7

Regular Schedule
Seniors last day of classes
AP Tests: Chemistry and Psychology
V Tennis Districts
9:00AM V Golf Sectionals
AP
Snack—Pizza Sticks			
Lunch Special—Chick-fil-a
Vegetarian—Burrito
4:15PM C Baseball Tournament (CBC)
4:45PM V Baseball @ CBC
6:45 JV Water Polo District Quarterfinal

Tuesday, May 8

Regular Schedule
AP Tests: Spanish and Physics 1
Senior Exams
AP
Junior Ring Returns
Snack—Chicken Bites
Lunch Special—Taco Bar
Vegetarian—Grilled Veggie
4:00PM C/JV/V Volleyball @ Vianney
V Tennis Districts
4:15PM C Baseball vs. CBC
B Baseball vs. Parkway South
4:30PM V Baseball @ Parkway South
5:30PM V Water Polo District Quarterfinal

Wednesday, May 9

Regular Schedule

V Tennis Districts
AP Tests: English and Physics 2
Senior Exams
AP
Snack—Chicken Rings
Lunch Special—Personal Pizza
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger
4:00PM V Tennis Districts
4:15PM C Baseball Tournament (CBC)
4:30PM B Baseball vs. CBC
C/JV/V Volleyball vs. De Smet
5:00PM JV Lacrosse vs. CBC
7:00PM B Baseball vs. CBC
wV Lacrosse vs. CBC
Thursday, May 10
Regular Schedule
V Tennis Districts
AP Tests: US Gov’t and Pol. and Environmental science
Senior Exams
AP
Snack—Mini Corn Dogs
Lunch Special—Papa John’s Pizza
4:15PM C Baseball Tournament (CBC)
4:30PM V Baseball vs. De Smet
6:00PM V Water Polo District semifinal

Friday, May 11
JV Water Polo Districts
AP Tests: US History and Comp. Science
Senior Class Meeting
AP
Snack—Cinnamon Rolls
Lunch Special—Chinese Special
3:00PM V Tennis individual districts
4:00PM Prom

Regular Schedule

calendar | Liam John

SLUH Tweet of the
Week: Scott Gilbert
@11CoachG
Now watch me rip, down the fairways and
go low, with my sixty eighty, draining birdies to the 280’s Ooh watch me, watch me,
Wachs and Louie with seventy three Rippin’
Ray, closed the door, with 2 over, seventy
four #jackattack #goat #Silento #superman
@SLUHAthletics @sluhjrbills

